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Seismic performance of Composite Plate Shear Walls 
Sandip Dey 
 
      Composite plate shear wall (C-PSW) is a lateral resisting system primarily used to resist wind 
and earthquake loadings.  A composite steel plate shear wall system consists of a steel plate shear 
wall with reinforced concrete panels attached to one side or both sides of the steel infill plates by 
bolts or shear studs.  Research on composite plate shear walls is still in the initial stage and a 
significant amount of research is needed before it can be adopted by the Canadian steel design 
code, CAN/CSA S16-09.  This study evaluates performances of one 6-storey and one 4-storey C-
PSW under spectrum compatible seismic records for Vancouver. A nonlinear finite element model 
which includes both material and geometric nonlinearities is used for this study. The model is first 
validated using the results from a quasi-static test. The study describes details of the validation of 
the finite element model by comparing the results from quasi-static experimental program with 
finite element analysis results. Excellent correlation between the test results and the finite element 
analysis results is observed. With the validated finite element model, the performance of 4-storey 
and 6-storey C-PSWs were studied under spectrum-compatible seismic records. Nonlinear seismic 
analysis shows that C-PSWs, in high seismic region, behave in a stable and ductile manner. 
Dynamic analysis showed that major portion of the shear is taken by the steel infill plate, which 
confirms the intended design philosophy of C-PSWs. 
 iv 
 
      A series of C-PSWs with different geometry were designed and analysed to estimate the 
fundamental periods. It is observed that the current code formula predicts periods that are generally 
shorter than the periods obtained from finite element analysis. In addition, the effectiveness of a 
simple shear flexure cantilever formulation for determining fundamental periods of C-PSWs was 
studied.  
 
      Shear studs spacing and concrete panel thickness are two important parameters that influence 
the performance of the composite plate shear wall. Currently there are no guidelines on what would 
be the minimum or maximum spacing of the shear studs. A rational method based on classical 
buckling theory of stiffened plate for determining shear stud spacing and thickness for the 
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      Shear walls have been long used as lateral load resisting systems. Some of the most commonly 
used shear walls in multistoried buildings are reinforced concrete shear walls (RC walls) and steel 
plate shear walls (SPSWs). Composite Plate Shear Walls (C-PSWs) incorporate components of a 
steel plate shear wall as well as a reinforced concrete shear wall. C-PSWs can be used as lateral 
load resisting systems which can resist both wind and earthquake forces. 
              
      Shear walls are one of the most common lateral load resisting systems used in high rise 
buildings. Steel plate shear walls (SPSW) have been extensively used as lateral load resisting 
systems in the past few decades. The most important characteristic of SPSW is in its ability to 
dissipate high energy and provide ductility in cases of extreme load events. SPSWs in their 
conventional form consist of a thin steel plate, two steel columns in the vertical direction and two 
horizontal floor beams surrounding the plate. It acts as a vertical plate girder with the columns 
acting as the flanges and the steel plate acting as the web. The horizontal floor beams add lateral 
stiffness to the system. The wall stiffness is provided by the diagonal tension field generated in the 
steel plate and by the yielding action of the steel frame. If design demands, these plates can be 
further stiffened to increase the overall stiffness of the system. The post-bucking strength is 
significant to be considered in the analysis and design. However there are some disadvantages 
regarding the overall buckling of the steel plates that can cause the reduction in the shear strength, 
stiffness and energy dissipation capacity (Zhao, 2004). Moreover, in steel shear walls, due to large 
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inelastic deformations of the steel plate, the connections of the boundary columns and beams can 
undergo large cyclic rotations and inter-storey drifts (Allen, 1980). On the other hand, Concrete 
Shear Walls has its own disadvantages. During large cyclic displacements, they can develop 
tension cracks and localized crushing. In addition, when used in tall buildings, they develop 
relatively larger shear forces during earth quake due to high lateral stiffness. Construction 
efficiency is also poor for Concrete Shear Walls. Composite Plate Shear Walls (C-PSWs) can 
combine the advantages of steel and concrete shear walls. In C-PSWs, a layer of pre-cast or           
cast–in-situ reinforced concrete layer is connected to the steel plate from one or both sides to 
improve the shear capacity and also to safeguard against fire, explosions etc. The concrete panels 
also help to prevent the buckling of the steel counterparts before yielding thereby resisting storey 
shears by yielding in shears (Astaneh, 2002). When compared to Concrete shear walls, C-PSWs 
with the same shear strength are lighter in weight and smaller in thickness. Construction efficiency 
is also good since pre-cast concrete panels can be bolted to their steel counter parts at any 
convenient time during construction. There have been very limited research (Zhao, 2004) available 
on C-PSWs. Currently no seismic guidelines are available for this innovative C-PSW system in 
Canadian steel design standard CAN/CSA S16-09. Also, to date C-PSWs have never been studied 
under real seismic loadings and, thus, there is a need for seismic evaluation of this innovative shear 
wall system before it can be adopted in the Canadian design standard.  
 
      The current design codes and standards need accurate and credible assessment of inelastic 
structural response. The methods of analyzing a C-PSW for obtaining complete structural response 
curve would require sophisticated finite element analysis or to obtain reasonable approximation of 
the complete structural response, elastic analyses might be used supplemented with time 
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consuming hand calculations.  While, powerful and sophisticated software are used for research 
purposes, they are not common in industry. Design engineers need the ability to assess inelastic 
structural response using conventional analysis software that is commonly available and relatively 
simple and expeditious to use. Most software used by design engineers are elastic analysis 
programs using inelastic methods, using suitable approximations. So, an equivalent shear-flexure 
cantilever beam model for C-PSWs have been proposed to find out its fundamental periods 
considering stiffness from both the SPSW component and the RC panels.  
 




      Current building code (NBCC 2010) provide the same period formula for seismic design of 
both reinforced concrete shear walls and SPSWs, which are known to have different dynamic 
properties. This empirical period formula needs to be evaluated. 
 
1.2 Objective and Scope 
 
      Currently, no design guidelines exist for the design of C-PSWs in the Canadian steel design 
standard CAN/CSA S16-09. More research is required before a distinct set of guidelines can be 
prescribed for the design of C-PSWs. As mentioned earlier, a few experimental and analytical 
studies have been carried out in different countries on different forms of composite shear walls; 
comprising of different dimensions and aimed at studying cyclic behaviour of these structures and 
also the effect of parameters like aspect ratio, distance between shear studs, the nature of frame 
holding the composite plates, etc. It was noticed that, there is till now no published document on 
the behaviour of C-PSWs under spectrum compatible dynamic seismic loads. Thus one of the 
objectives of this research is to evaluate of the seismic performance of C-PSWs. A non-linear finite 
element model is developed to study the behaviour of C-PSWs. The research provides a detailed 
account of the finite element model validation. Some of the critical aspects of the detailed finite 
element model include modelling of the reinforced concrete panels, the proper modelling of the 
bolts connecting the steel infill plate with the RC panel and precision modelling of the various 
geometries of the C-PSWs. The validated FE model is used to conduct non-linear seismic analysis 




       Another important objective of this research is to develop a simple shear-flexure cantilever 
model to estimate fundamental periods of C-PSWs. This is done by conducting frequency analyses 
of C-PSWs with different geometry and then comparing the results with the results from detailed 
FE model. This research presents theoretical formulations for combining the bending and shear 
rigidities of the various components of the C-PSWs like the steel infill, steel columns, RC panels 
and then incorporate them in a simple equivalent shear-flexure cantilever beam model.  
 
1.3 Organization of the thesis 
      The present chapter provides an introduction to the C-PSW systems along with a brief 
background and aim of this present study. 
 
      Chapter 2 presents a literature review of previous work done on C-PSWs and SPSWs. This 
includes several experimental work as well as analytical work on the above topics. The chapter 
also contains review of some concrete constitutive models proposed relevant to the present study.  
 
      Chapter 3 describes details of the development and validation of a finite element model by 
comparing the results from quasi-static experimental program with finite element analysis results.  
 
      Chapter 4 deals with the non-linear seismic analysis of one 4-storey and one 6-storey C-PSW 
under spectrum compatible seismic records for Vancouver. Critical aspects like shear contribution 
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by infill plate, reinforced concrete panel, columns; column axial forces, column moments, inter 
storey drift, base reaction and damage pattern of various elements of the C-PSWs were studied. 
 
      Chapter 5 illustrates the theoretical formulations relating to the development of an equivalent 
shear-flexure cantilever beam model to represent C-PSWs for determining fundamental 
frequencies. It explains the modeling of the shear-flexure cantilever beam and its validation to 
predict fundamental frequencies of C-PSWs.  
 
      Chapter 6 presents a rational method for determination of stud spacing and reinforced concrete 
panel thickness for composite plate shear walls. 
 
      Finally, chapter 7 provides a summary of the research conducted and presents conclusions from 









2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 General Overview 
            C-PSWs incorporate components of both SPSWs as well as reinforced concrete walls. This 
section provides information on selected related research on Steel Plate Shear Walls (SPSWs), 
Composite Plate Shear Walls (C-PSWs), and Composite Steel Plate Shear Walls (CSPSWs) in 
composite frame, CSPSWs with only frame beams. The chapter also includes certain constitutive 
models of concrete studied in due course of this research for modelling the concrete material 
model.  
 
2.2. Selected works on Steel Plate Shear Walls 
      This section presents an account of selected researches on SPSWs. They are accepted widely 
as effective lateral resistant system in the last decades. In the early years, the common practice was 
to stiffen the infill plate. These SPSWs performed as strong and stiff structures with spindle shaped 
hysteresis loops lacking pinching effects. In the year 1983, Canadian researchers for the first time 
introduced SPSWs with thin infill plate devoid of stiffeners and established as a possible 
acceptable system. This system was then subsequently followed up by researchers all around the 
globe to study it both experimentally as well as numerically. The following selected works 





2.2.1. Thorburn, Kulak and Montgomery (1983) 
      Thorburn et al. (1983) developed a couple of analytical models to represent unstiffened thin 
steel infill panels based on the theory of diagonal tension field actions first proposed by Wagner 
(1931). The model was based on load resisting mechanism of infill plates solely by virtue of 
diagonal tension field formation after buckling along the opposite diagonal; completely ignoring 
the strength of the plate in shear yielding or from compressive stresses. It was assumed that the 
plate buckles under low load and displacement levels. Other assumptions included that the 
columns were continuously running through the whole height of the wall and that the beams were 
connected to the columns using pin connection. The models included an equivalent brace model 
to represent the steel infill plate with suitable expressions for the brace area. The other model, 
called ‘the strip model’ involved representation of the steel infill plates with several pin ended 
parallel tension strips aligned along the principal tension stress direction in the infill plates as 
shown in Fig 2.1. The study came up with suitable angle of inclination and cross sectional area 
expression for the strips. The study also consisted of a parametric study. The strip model has been 
adopted in the Canadian steel design code CAN/CSA S16-09. The expression representing the 
angle of inclination for the tension field is as follows: 














                                                                                                                                  (2.1) 
      Where, ‘
1L ’ is the width of the panel, ‘ H ’ denotes the height, ‘b ’ is the infill plate thickness 




Figure 2.1: Strip model (Thorburn et al. 1983) 
2.2.2. Timler and Kulak (1983) 
      Their study was based on experimentation of single storey SPSW designed according to ‘strip 
model’. The experiment included loading under both service and ultimate conditions. The purpose 
was to verify Thorburn et al. s ‘strip model’ experimentally. The specimen behaved as predicted. 
Timler and Kulak (1983) modified the expression of angle of inclination as proposed by Thorburn 
et al. (1983) taking into account the column’s bending stiffness. This expression was subsequently 
adopted in the Canadian design code CAN/CSA S16-09 and the American design standard AISC 
2005. The expression is as follows: 
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                                                                                                        (2.2) 
      Where, ‘ CI ’ denotes the moment of the columns and the other parameters are same as that of 
equation (2.1). 
 
2.2.3. Driver et al. (1997; 1998) 
      Driver et al. performed experimental as well as analytical studies to evaluate performance of 
steel plate shear walls. They experimented with a four storey half scale SPSW as shown in Fig.2.2 
under cyclic loads. Gravity loads were applied at the top of columns and equivalent cyclic lateral 
loads were applied at each floor level. The specimen included rigid connections and unstiffened 
steel infill plates. The results of the experiment indicated high initial stiffness, excellent ductility 
and high energy dissipation capacity of the SPSW. The SPSW was observed to attain ultimate 
strength of about 3020 kN at drift ratio of 2.2 percent at the lowest storey, which was about five 
times the yield deflection. Beyond that, the strength decreased gradually with increase in drift. The 
maximum deflection attained after which the structure failed was at a drift ratio of 4 percent at the 
lowest storey, which was about nine times the yield deflection. Driver et al. also developed a finite 
element model to analytically study their specimens. Overall, the analytical results matched quite 
well with that of the experiments. The analytical model was successful in capturing the cyclic 
performance quite well, except for the pinching effect which was observed during the experiment. 
The model was also successful in capturing the ultimate strength but the initial stiffness varied 




Figure 2.2: Four storey experimental specimen (Driver et al. 1997) 
2.2.4. Lubell et al. (2000) 
      Lubell et al. performed experimental cyclic studies to evaluate performance of SPSWs. They 
experimented with three specimens; two of them single storey (SPSW-1 and SPSW-2) as shown 
in Fig. 2.3 and one four storey (SPSW-4) quarter scale SPSW specimens under cyclic loads. The 
specimens included rigid connections and unstiffened infill plates. The SWPWs were designed to 
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have an aspect ratio of one. The single storey specimens represented the first storey of a four storey 
specimen. The S75×8 sections were chosen for boundary members and 1.5 mm plate thickness 
was chosen for the infill plate. SPSW-2 varied from SPSW-1 in the way that, it consisted of an 
additional S75×8 section top-beam fully welded with the existing top beam. This was done with 
the intention of better anchoring the diagonal tension field developed in the infill plates. A heavy 
S200×34 section was used as the top beam for SPSW-4 specimen for the same purpose. It is to be 
noted that, SPSW-2 and SPSW-4 had much less imperfections in the infill plates compared to that 
of SPSW-1. The single storey specimens were loaded cyclically at the top of the storey, whereas 
the four storey specimen was loaded cyclically at the storey levels. Gravity loads were also applied, 
while loading the specimen cyclically. 
 
      The results showed stable hysteresis load vs. displacement curves. The single storey specimens 
performed well with sufficient initial stiffness and good displacement ductility. However, the 
performance of the 4 - storey specimen was not in the desirable manner. In the single storey 
specimens, the yielding sequence of the members was ideal, with the infill plates yielding first, 
followed by yielding in the boundary elements. The SPSW-4 however showed yielding in the 
boundary members first, which was undesirable. Incomplete tension field in the infill plates were 
also reported. The results indicated that the boundary members lacked sufficient strength in this 
set of experiments. Thus, this experiment highlighted the importance of sufficient strength of 
boundary elements for desirable performance of the SPSWs. It was also concluded that the 
columns in the four storey specimen failed due to high axial forces, as a result of higher overturning 
moments as compared to the single storey specimens. So, the study showed that SPSWs should be 
analyzed as a whole to properly study its behaviour instead of studying individual storey panels. 
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Their study also included a numerical analysis of the experimental test specimens which was 
successful in predicting the performances of the test specimens quite well with some differences 
in the initial elastic stiffness. 
 
Figure 2.3: Single storey experimental specimen (Lubell et al. 1997) 
2.2.5. Berman and Bruneau (2008) 
      Berman and Bruneau (2008) proposed capacity based design procedures for the design of 
vertical boundary members in SPSWs. The objective of the work was to find out a simple and 
effective way in determining the load demands in the vertical boundary elements when the infill 
plates yield completely. Their method involves a linear model as well as a plastic analysis. Axial 
forces in the beams were determined based on a model of the vertical boundary elements (columns) 
on elastic supports. To find out the lateral seismic loads, for full yielding in the infill plates and 
plastic hinge formation at the ends of the horizontal boundary elements (beams), a plastic collapse 
mechanism by Berman and Bruneau (2003) is used. It the end, the design axial forces and moments 
in the vertical boundary elements (columns) can be found out from the free body diagram of the 
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columns. The forces participating in the free body diagram included uniformly distributed loads 
from the infill plate yielding, moment capacities from plastic hinging at beam ends, axial forces 
from the beams, applied lateral seismic loads and base reactions as shown in Fig. 2.4. The 
procedures to find out each of these forces were explained by the researchers.  
 
Figure 2.4: Boundary Column free body diagram (Berman and Bruneau, 2008) 
      Their study also included examples to design SPSWs based on this approach as well as pre-
existing capacity design methods and then comparing them by nonlinear static analysis. The pre-
existing capacity design approaches included that of the Indirect Capacity Design (ICD) approach 
and the Combined Linear Elastic Computer Programs and Capacity Design Concept (LE+CD) as 
given in AISC 2005. The results were very much in the favor of the proposed concept by Berman 
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and Bruneau, which produced column moments and axial force design values much closer to the 
non-linear static pushover analysis as compared to the existing methods. It was stated that the 
proposed procedure ensures that the infill plate yields before plastic hinging in the columns, unlike 
the other two existing methods. 
 
2.3. Works on Composite Shear Walls 
      This section presents a consolidated account of some of the significant works published on 
composite shear walls. These works are based on composite shear walls of various forms. Firstly, 
the C-PSW which mainly consists of a SPSW with the steel infill connected with RC panels on 
one or both sides by virtue of shear studs or bolts. Secondly, the CSPSW in composite frame, 
unlike the C-PSW; the column here is a steel-concrete composite column. Finally, there is another 
kind of composite shear wall researched named as the CSPSW in frame beams only. A brief 
account of these research and the findings are presented in the following sections.  
 
2.3.1. Astaneh-Asl et al. (2002) 
      Astaneh-Asl et al. (2002) undertook a project to study the performance of composite plate 
shear walls under cyclic loads. The objective of their work was to investigate the behaviour of 
composite plate shear wall under cyclic load displacements and suggest suitable guidelines for the 
design of composite shear walls. Their specimen consisted of a type of composite plate shear wall, 
which included steel boundary elements surrounding the steel infill plates. The steel infill plates 
were stiffened with reinforced concrete panels on one side of the plate with shear studs placed at 
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regular intervals throughout the surface of the plate. This experimental specimen had two variants, 
namely the ‘innovative’ C-PSW and the ‘traditional’ C-PSW. The ‘innovative’ specimen had a 
gap of 32 mm between the periphery of the concrete panel and the steel boundary elements. On 
the other hand, the ‘traditional’ specimen lacked any such gap and the concrete panel periphery 
flushed directly with the surrounding boundary steel members. The yield strength of the steel for 
the boundary elements and the infill plates were 350 MPa and 248 MPa respectively. The concrete 
had a compressive resistance of 28 MPa. The specimens were half scale, three storey, one-bay 
structures as shown in Fig. 2.5. The out of plane movement of the C-PSWs as a unit was restricted 
using suitable arrangements and cyclic displacements were applied at the top level. The bases were 
fixed to reaction blocks.  
 
Figure 2.5: Composite Plate Shear wall specimen (Astaneh-Asl et al., 2002) 
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      The results showed that these systems performed quite well as lateral load resisting systems. 
They were capable in exceeding very high inter storey drift value of about 4% without significant 
reduction of shear strength. The reinforced concrete cover was successful in preventing overall 
out-of-plane buckling of the infill plates before yielding; thus allowing the infill plates to fail in 
shear rather than by forming diagonal tension fields. The reinforced concrete cover was 
undamaged up to higher drift limits in the ‘innovative’ specimen when compared to the 
‘traditional’ specimen.  The ‘traditional’ specimen was found to offer slightly higher strength as 
compared to the ‘innovative’ specimen. The initial stiffness of the ‘traditional’ specimen was also 
determined to be marginally higher than the ‘innovative’ one. The significant difference between 
the performances of the two specimens as reported, was the degree of damage in the RC panel. 
The ‘traditional’ specimen was reported to have developed cracks and crushed regions along the 
entire edge of the wall during the early cycles. During higher drift levels, the entire RC panel was 
found to be destroyed in the ‘traditional’ specimen. However, in the ‘innovative’ specimen, the 
degree of damage to the RC panel was limited. 
 
      Based on this study, Astaneh et al. proposed some seismic design recommendations for 
composite shear walls. Based on past literature reviews and experimental results, the authors 
identified possible failure modes of different components of composite shear walls. The failure 
modes were then arranged in hierarchical order and classified under ‘ductile’ and ‘brittle’ failure 
modes. Ductile failure modes included slippage of bolts, shear yielding of steel, yielding of beams. 
Brittle failure modes grossly included plastic hinges in columns, failure of concrete wall, fracture 
of beam moment connections, fracture of columns in tension etc. It was recommended to design 
the C-PSW in a way, to facilitate ductile modes of failure precede the brittle ones.  
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2.3.2. A. Rahai and F. Hatami (2009) 
      This study included both experimentation and numerical analysis. Their study was aimed at 
finding out the effects of the distance between the shear studs on the overall behaviour on the C-
PSWs. The numerical study included modeling previously experimented C-PSWs and SPSWs to 
validate their model including the one by Astaneh et al. Although, the researchers claim to have 
modeled the specimen carefully, the cyclic curve of the numerical finite element model analysis 
didn’t quite match with that of the experimental cyclic curves of Astaneh et al. (2002). After that, 
they went on to analyze 42 finite element model specimens with different geometries. An 
additional, 5 models of C-PSWs and SPSWs were studied both numerically and experimentally 
under cyclic loads. 3D BEAM elements with six degrees of freedom and the capability of warping 
being incorporated as the seventh degree of freedom were used to model the shear studs in the 
analytical model. To model the steel infill, steel columns and beams, 3D SHELL elements 
comprising of four nodes and 6 degrees of freedom per node were chosen. The RC panel was 
modelled using 3D SOLID elements. The solid elements consisted of three degrees of freedom per 
node for translation. The reinforcement bars were assumed to be spread in the SOLID elements 
with appropriate volume. 
 
      A total of 42 numerical models were modelled with 6.5m width and 3m height as shown in 
Fig. 2.6 to study the effect of distance between shear studs on the overall performance of the C-
PSWs. The boundary members, steel infill and concrete layer were designed so as to initiate yield 
in the steel infill, followed by beams and finally columns. The compressive strength of the concrete 





                                            Beam section                         Column section 
Figure 2.6: Composite Plate Shear wall specimen (A. Rahai and F. Hatami, 2009) 
      It is to be noted that the analytical model neglected the friction between the steel infill plate 
and the RC concrete panels and the only contact between the RC panels with that of the steel infill 
was through the shear studs. Steel material was considered to possess bilinear behaviour 
throughout the model. A gap of 35 mm was maintained between the RC panel edge and the 
surrounding boundary frame. The experimental program consisted of three types of specimens; a 
single steel shear wall, three steel reinforced concrete composites and one steel flexible frame. A 
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total of 5 specimens were analyzed and experimented. The specimens were designed to undergo 
ductile failure modes of failure first followed by the brittle ones. Accordingly, the wall was 
designed to fail first followed by the top and bottom beams and finally the boundary columns. The 
numerical specimens and experimental tests showed good agreement with respect to load-
displacement curves. The results of these analyses indicate that with the increase in distance 
between the shear studs, the amount of energy absorbed increases, the out of plane displacement 
of steel decreases and the maximum normal stress on the studs decrease. This trend is followed up 
to a limiting distance between the studs. With further increase in distance between the studs, there 
is no significant change in these observations. 
 
2.3.3. Guo et al. (2012) 
      Guo et al. (2012) present experimental work related to steel plate shear wall and composite 
plate shear wall systems in composite steel-concrete frame. The composite plate wall differed from 
its counterpart in the way that, it had attached reinforced concrete panels on both sides of the steel 
infill. The columns here consisted of circular hollow steel members filled with concrete. 1/3-scale 
specimens of a steel plate shear wall and a composite plate shear wall were designed and fabricated 
with one bay and two and half stories. The frame mainly comprised of concrete filled hollow steel 
columns and steel beams. Dimensions of the setup and the specimen can be found out in Fig. 2.7. 
To connect the steel infill with the RC panel, 10 mm diameter bolts were used at regular intervals. 
The steel yield strength for the steel plates in the SPSWs were 283 N/mm2, while the yield stress 
of steel infill plates used in the CSPSWs was 230 N/mm2.  The average compressive strength of 
concrete used was found as 35.8 N/mm2. 50 mm thickness of RC panels were selected for the tests. 
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The reinforcement used were of yield strength 697 N/mm2. The reinforcement area ratio in both 
directions were 0.79%. Cyclic loads were applied on the specimens and the resultant observations 
were presented. The loading mechanism was such that the shear load in the first storey was twice 
that of the second floor.  
 
Figure 2.7: Composite Shear wall in composite frame specimen (Guo et al., 2012) 
      It was reported that most of the failure and damage were concentrated in the first storey. 
Additionally, it was reported that for drift ratio limiting to 1/200, there was no significant 
difference on hysteretic curves for SPSW and CSPSW system. The RC panels were reported to 
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have an insignificant role until this drift level. Beyond this drift level, the CSPSWs showed higher 
bearing capacity and energy dissipation compared with that of the SPSWs. The CSPSWs were 
observed to show an increased load carrying capacity of at least 20% compared to that of its 
counterpart. The study concluded that both the steel plate and composite plate shear wall systems 
in composite frame showed good ductility and energy dissipation capacity during the tests. The 
steel plate shear wall resisted storey shears by the formation of tension field along its diagonals; 
while, the composite action in its counterpart provided by the RC panel and steel infill led to the 
resistance of lateral loads by storey shear. 
 
2.3.4. Guo et al. (2013) 
      The research aimed at studying the behaviour of steel plate and composite plate walls 
connected only with boundary frame beams. The research included experimental studies as well 
as analytical studies on the walls. A total of four 1/3 scaled specimens were designed, fabricated 
and tested; which included three Composite Steel Plate Shear Walls (CSPSWs) and one Steel plate 
shear wall (SPSW). The specimens considered were all single bay, single storied as shown in Fig. 
2.7. The steel infill plate was connected to the frame beams by means of four stiffened 125 mm × 
125 mm × 10 mm web angles. High strength bolts of 20 mm diameter were used to connect the 
steel plate and the web angles as well as the web angles and frame beams. The dimension of the 
steel plate are 1200 mm × 1100 mm. 10 mm diameter bolts were drilled in the steel plate to connect 
the steel plate with the concrete panels on both sides. While designing the CSPSWs, due 
consideration was given to the ANSI/AISC 341-05 for selecting the thickness of the RC panel and 
the ACI 318 Section 14.3 (ACI, 2008) for meeting or exceeding the minimum reinforcement area 
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percentage. For convenient construction, a RC panel thickness of 60 mm was chosen. The 
reinforcement ratio was chosen as 0.785% along the horizontal and vertical directions. The 
distance between the bolt locations in the concrete panel was 200 mm. The average compressive 
strength of the concrete was 33.0 N/mm2. The analytical study was based on creating a moderately 
simple finite element model of the specimens and comparing the analytical results with that of the 
experimental ones to validate the model. Beam elements were used to represent the frame members 
and shell elements were used to represent the steel infill plate and the RC panels. The steel material 
model was a bilinear one and the concrete material model was based on the cross sectional moment 
vs. rotation relations of the RC panel. The concrete material model assumes that the concrete 
moment stays constant once it reaches the cracked moment value. So, the concrete material relation 
is also essentially a bilinear one. To represent the bolts, the respective locations at the steel infill 
plate and RC panel were coupled to make the out-of-plane deformations same.  
 
      The analytical analysis results complied with that of the experimental ones. It was also reported 
that, for the CSPSWs, the difference in the results of the analytical and the experimental specimens 
in the elasto-plastic stage of the load-displacement curve was much larger than that of SPSWs 
because of bolt slippage and the buckling of unrestrained strips. This analytical simple finite 
element validated model was used to carry out a parametric study on parameters such as RC panel 
thickness, height to thickness ratio and aspect ratio. It was found that, an increase in RC panel 
thickness led to higher load carrying capacity. For a height to thickness ratio of 300, it was found 
that 55 mm of RC panel thickness is capable of restraining out-of-plane buckling of the steel infill 
in a CSPSW; denoted as the critical thickness of RC panel. Similarly, for a height to thickness 
ratio of 500, the corresponding critical thickness of RC panel was 45 mm. The critical thickness 
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was found to decreases with the increase of height-to-thickness ratio. It was also observed that, the 
height-to-thickness ratio of the steel plate as no significant influence on the rigidity and the 
maximum shear stress. It is to be noted that, throughout the research in the analytical studies, it 
has been assumed that the CSPSW behaviour is identical to that of a SPSW with the steel infill 
plate out-of-plate displacement being restrained. The study concluded that both the steel and 
composite shear walls connected with only frame beams exhibited good ductility and high energy 
dissipation capacity. The load carrying capacity and energy dissipation capacity was found to be 
better for the composite shear walls connected only with frame beams. Additionally, it concluded 
that the aspect ratio influenced the load carrying capacity of the system. Finally, a simplified X-
brace model was proposed to represent composite shear wall systems based on the assumption that 
there is no overall buckling in the steel infill plate and treating it as a SPSW.  
 
 




2.4. Works on constitutive concrete models 
      For the purpose of modeling the concrete behaviour in a finite element model, it’s necessary 
to have an effective concrete constitutive model in tension and compression. The model should be 
able to capture important behaviours like progressive degradation of stiffness, tension stiffening 
and damage in the concrete with progressive loading and at the same time it should be simple 
enough to be incorporated into the damage plasticity model of concrete chosen in ABAQUS finite 
element software. The following research works were studied for incorporating a sound concrete 
material model in the C-PSW finite element model. 
 
2.4.1. Chang and Mander (1994) 
      The constitutive model proposed by Chang and Mander is an advanced, generalized concrete 
constitutive model that provides hysteretic stress-strain relation for concrete in both cyclic 
compression and tension. This model incorporates specific behavioural changes for both confined 
and unconfined concrete. The monotonic curves for tension and compression comprise the 
envelope for the hysteretic stress-strain relation. This model allows for controlling the slopes of 
concrete stress-strain curves at different parts of the stress-strain curve. The shapes can therefore 
be controlled keeping the peak stress and the corresponding strain fixed; thereby allowing a 
provision for calibration while modeling. Chang and Mander adopted the tension and compression 





       The compression envelope curve was defined based on material parameters such as the 
concrete compressive strength ‘ 
cf ’, the concrete strain at peak stress ‘

c ’, together representing 
the peak of the curve, the concrete modulus of rigidity ‘ CE ’ representing the initial slope, the 
parameter ‘r’ from Tsai’s equation (1988) defining the shape of the envelope and the non-
dimensional critical strain ‘

crx ’ where the envelope starts a constant negative slope, finally 
defining the spalling strain where it intersects the strain axis. Empirical expressions for all these 
parameters were provided by the researchers. However, all these parameters are free to be 
controlled and manipulated based on specific experimental results for accurately calibrating the 
compression curves. Based on analysis of previous research, empirical relations for ‘ CE ’, ‘

C ’ 
and ‘r’ were proposed as follows: 
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      The functions y(x) and z(x) are defined as follows: 
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      The parameters ‘n’ and ‘x’ for compression are defined as follows. The negative sign indicates 
compression. 
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      Here, ‘ c ’ denotes the concrete strain, ‘
x ’ is the non-dimensional strain parameter on the 
compression envelope, ‘

crx ’ is the non-dimensional critical strain parameter used to define a 
change in the nature of the compression envelope and also a tangent line up to the spalling strain; 
it’s the point where the curve starts following a straight line until the spalling strain and finally        
‘ spx ’ is the non-dimensional spalling strain. The compressive stress ‘ cf ’ and tangent modulus            
‘ tE ’ for a particular strain at any instant is as follows: 
      )(
 xff cc                                                                                                                                         (2.13) 
      )(
 xEE tt                                                                                                                                 (2.14) 
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      Where, ‘

cf ’ and ‘

tE  
 ’ can be defined as follows: 
      If, 
  crxx  
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      After the spall strain is reached, the concrete is considered to have zero stress. The tension 
envelope curve was also of the same shape involving the corresponding parameters for tension, 
like ‘ 
t ’, representing strain at peak tensile stress, ‘

tf ’, representing the tensile strength, together 
representing the peak of the tensile curve, ‘ x ’ is the non-dimensional strain parameter on the 
tension envelope, the concrete modulus of rigidity ‘ tE ’ representing the initial slope, the 
parameter ‘ r ’ from Tsai’s equation (1988) defining the shape of the envelope, the non-dimensional 
critical strain ‘xcr+’ where the envelope starts a constant positive slope is free to be calibrated from 
experimental results , finally defining the cracking strain ‘ crkx ’ where it intersects the strain axis. 
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The positive sign indicating tension. The non-dimensional parameters for the concrete tension 
envelope curve are as follows: 
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      The tensile stress ‘ cf ’ and tangent modulus ‘ tE ’ for a particular strain at any instant is as 
follows: 
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      When the tensile strain reaches the cracking strain, the concrete can be considered to have zero 
tensile stress. Concrete experiencing tension stiffening can be considered not to have cracked 
completely as the concrete still carries significant amount of stresses. As mentioned earlier, this 
model also provides cyclic properties of concrete in tension and compression based on elaborate 
and extensive statistical analysis on previous experimental database. To summarize, this model is 
an excellent tool in modeling cyclic stress- strain behaviour of concrete in compression and 
tension. It allows flexibility to the user to control the parameters for both monotonic as well as 
hysteretic curves based on specific experimental observations. 
 
2.4.2. Belarbi and Hsu (1994)  
      Belarbi and Hsu (1994) conducted extensive experimental tests on 17 reinforced concrete 
panels with concrete cylinder compressive strength varying from 36.9Mpa to 47.7Mpa, subjecting 
them to normal stresses. The results led to the development of a concrete constitutive model to 
find out average stress-strain relation of concrete under tension and a constitutive model to find 
out average tensile stress-strain relation of steel reinforcement embedded in concrete. These 
models have been used and checked positively to model reinforced concrete panels by various 
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researchers like Pang and Hsu, (1995); Hsu and Zhang, (1996); Mansour, Lee, and Hsu, (2001); 
Hsu and Zhu, (2002). The parameters defining the tension curve for the concrete constitutive 
model involves the initial modulus of rigidity of concrete in tension, the concrete tensile cracking 
stress and the concrete strain at cracking. Based on a particular concrete compressive strength, the 
user can compute the values of the above parameters using the empirical expressions provided by 
the researchers. The results of the above mentioned experimentation fetched a simple constitutive 
model of steel reinforcement embedded in concrete, as well. The stress strain relation in tension is 
represented by two straight lines. Initial slope is ‘ sE ’, which is the steel modulus of elasticity. This 
straight line is followed by another straight line with a different slope ‘ pE ’, which represents the 
plastic range of the relation. Empirical relations are provided by the researchers to find out the 
stress at the discontinuity in slope as well as to find out ‘ pE ’. The relation consists of an ascending 
straight line up to the peak tensile stress at which instant, micro cracking starts followed by a 
descending curve to the power of 0.4 after the onset of micro cracking. The above expressions 
were obtained from the average and best fit curve of numerous experimental reinforced concrete 
panels.  
 
2.4.3. Hsu and Hsu (1994) 
      Hsu and Hsu (1994) developed a numerical method which has been verified experimentally to 
propose stress-strain curves of concrete under compression. This model allows defining the 
concrete compression stress-strain curve based on just the compressive strength of the concrete. 
The compression relation can be extended to a maximum of stress equivalent to 0.3 times of the 
maximum compressive strength in the negative sloped arm of the curve. The model can be used in 
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its simplest form for concrete compressive strength up to a maximum of 62 MPa, beyond which 
certain modifications need to be made in the procedure. Empirical relations were provided by the 
researchers to find out the initial stiffness which is represented by the modulus of rigidity, the 
shape function of the curve ‘
2 ’, strain at peak stress and the strain at the final stress point of 0.3 
times of maximum compressive strength. 
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3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE PLATE SHEAR WALLS1 
 
3.1 Introduction 
      This chapter presents development of a detailed Finite Element (FE) model to study the 
behaviour of composite-plate shear walls. ABAQUS (Hibbitt, 2011) finite element software has 
been used for the purpose of detailed finite element analysis. Several key features of the finite 
element model, such as modeling process, element definitions, and material definitions, are 
discussed. The C-PSW finite element model incorporates steel and concrete non-linear material 
properties as well as geometric non-linearity. The concrete damaged plasticity model used for the 
purpose of modeling the concrete material is presented in details. The chapter also presents the 
validation of the finite element model with experimental results by Astaneh et al. (2002).  
 
3.2 Selection of finite element analysis technique 
      ABAQUS/Standard (Hibbitt, 2011) with implicit formulation was used for all analysis 
purposes. The implicit operator used for time integration of the dynamic problem is defined by 
Hilber, Huges and Taylor (1978). In ABAQUS, dynamic integration operators are of two types; 
namely, the ‘explicit’ and the ‘implicit’. The ‘explicit’ scheme obtains values for dynamic 
quantities at time instant ‘ tt  ’ solely based on the corresponding available values at time instant 
‘ t ’; where, ‘ t ’ denotes a time instant and ‘ t ’ denotes the time increment. Moreover, the 
‘explicit’ operator for stress analysis applications is only conditionally stable. The ‘implicit’ 
analysis scheme on the other hand is unconditionally stable. It solves for dynamic quantities at 
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time instant ‘t+∆t’ based on values at ‘ t ’ as well as ‘ tt  ’. In structural problems, ‘implicit’ 
integration schemes usually give acceptable solutions with appropriate time step adjustments 
(ABAQUS / Documentation, 2011). 
 
3.3 Characteristics of finite element model 
3.3.1 Initial conditions and assumptions 
      C-PSW finite element models were modeled to validate experimental specimen, dynamic 
seismic analysis and validation of equivalent shear–flexure cantilever model for fundamental 
frequency estimation. The C-PSW finite element model for validation was modeled to closely 
represent the experimental specimen by Astaneh et al. (2002). The fish plates used in experimental 
specimens to connect the steel infill plates with the boundary members were ignored in the finite 
element models. Infill plates were considered to be attached directly with the boundary columns 
and beams. The C-PSW modelled for validation had a gap of 32 mm all around the edges of the 
RC panel, separating the RC panel edge and the surrounding steel boundary frame in accordance 
with the ‘innovative’ test specimen by Astaneh et al. (2002). The mid beam was laterally restrained 
in the finite element model to bear resemblance with the experimental setup, where the mid beam 
was braced by two parallel beams, one on either side. The reinforcement was applied as a smeared 
layer in the concrete shell with appropriate reinforcement percent. The friction between the RC 
panels and the steel was neglected in this model and the sole connection between the steel infill 
and the RC panel was by virtue of regularly spaced bolts. Other researchers, Rahai and Hatami 
(2009) and Ayazi et al. (2012), did not account the friction between the steel infill and the RC 
panel for their FE models for C-PSWs. 
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3.3.2 Element Selection 
      ABAQUS provides a variety of element selection options form its element library. User 
defined elements are also available. According to Astaneh-Asl et al. (2002), in the C-PSWs, the 
steel infill plate is expected to yield before buckling. Moreover, the reinforced concrete panels are 
also expected to develop tension cracks. So, shell elements can be suitable to model the steel infill 
plates and the reinforced concrete panels. 4-node doubly curved general purpose shell with reduced 
integration (ABAQUS shell element S4R) was used here in. These elements possess six degree of 
freedom at each node; three translation and three rotations defined in its global co-ordinate system. 
It consists of a single integration point at the mid-surface to form the element internal force vector. 
The number of integration points through the thickness of the element were chosen to be the default 
value of 5. Moreover, the S4R elements are compatible with the damaged plasticity model of 
concrete used here in. So, S4R elements were used to model the steel infill plates, the steel 
boundary members and the reinforced concrete panels. In order to model the bolted connections 
between the RC panel and the steel infill plate, (ABAQUS beam element B31) were used. It is a 
three dimensional (3D) 2-node linear beam element. The element has six degrees of freedom at 
each node; three translation and three rotations defined in its global co-ordinate system. 
Researchers such as, Rahai and Hatami (2009), Zhao et al. (2007) and Ayazi et al. (2012) have 
also used beam elements to model bolts for their analytical studies. 
 
3.3.3 Steel material properties 
      The material property of the C-PSWs consists of two components; namely, the steel and the 
concrete material models. In order to define steel material model, stress vs. strain data of steel used 
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by researchers were incorporated in the finite element material model. Steel stress vs. strain 
relationships were considered as bi-linear elasto-plastic curves. The von-Mises yield criterion 
along with the associated flow rule was adopted for these analyses. A non-linear isotropic 
hardening model was used for pushover analysis, whereas kinematic hardening model was used 
for seismic analyses. Raleigh proportional damping with a damping ratio of 5% was incorporated 
in the material property for the seismic analysis. It is the commonly used value for buildings with 
partition walls. The material property for the bolt steel were adopted from G.L. Kulak (2005) based 
on the tension coupon test results for the specific grade of ½ inch diameter A325 bolts. 
 
3.3.4 Concrete material properties 
       There are a number of concrete constitutive models available in the literature based on the 
principles of elasticity, plasticity and continuum damage mechanics. This includes elastic-plastic 
model by Chen and Chen (1975), hypo-elastic model Kupfer and Grestle (1978), Kotsovos and 
Newmann (1978 and 1979), anisotropic model by Isobata, (1978), equivalent uniaxial model by 
Drawin and Peckold, (1977), smear crack model and concrete damage plasticity (Lubliner et al., 
1989; Lee and Fenves, 1998). According to Astaneh et al. (2002), the reinforced concrete panel 
plays a critical role in the C-PSW functioning and is expected to develop diagonal cracks. So, the 
selection of an appropriate concrete constitutive model is essential which can represent the 
accurate behaviour of concrete under dynamic loads. 
      ABAQUS provides a variety of concrete material modeling options; namely, the concrete 
smeared cracking, cracking model for concrete and concrete damaged plasticity. The concrete 
smeared cracking model is suitable for concrete under monotonic straining under low confining 
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pressures (ABAQUS 2011). The cracking model of concrete is suitable for behaviour dominated 
by tensile cracking and is accurate for modelling brittle behaviour of concrete. Moreover, it is only 
available with ABAQUS/Explicit. The concrete damaged plasticity model (Lubliner et al., 1989; 
Lee and Fenves, 1998) available with ABAQUS/Implicit, was found to be suitable for use where 
the concrete is subjected to monotonic, cyclic or dynamic loads under low confining pressures. It 
can also incorporate irreversible damage occurring during fracture process. It is also capable of 
capturing the highly nonlinear behaviour of concrete, along with the phenomenon of strength 
degradation, stiffness degradation and recovery of stiffness under load reversals for dynamic 
loading. The concrete damage plasticity model is capable of incorporating both elastic as well as 
plastic behaviour of concrete in both the tension and compression region. It is a continuum, 
plasticity-based damaged model for concrete. It predicts the damage in the concrete based on two 
failure mechanisms; namely, the tensile cracking and compressive crushing of the concrete 
material. A number of concrete constitutive material model are available in literature that can be 
converted to stress-strain curves representing the tension and compression behaviour based on 
experimentation results. Suitable concrete constitutive material models have been selected and the 
data are appropriately processed and incorporated in the damaged plasticity material model for 








3.3.5 ABAQUS Concrete damaged plasticity model 
      In the concrete damage plasticity model, the strain ‘  ’ is comprised of the elastic strain ‘ e ’ 
and the plastic strain ‘ p ’. 
      pe                                                                                                                                           (3.1) 
      The stress-strain relationship is as follows: 
      )(:)1( 0 pED              10  D                                                                                             (3.2) 
      Where, ‘ D ’ is a scalar degradation variable, ‘ 0E ’ is the initial elastic stiffness, ‘:’ represents 
the tensor product. According to continuum damage mechanics, the stress is mapped into effective 
stress, ‘ ’ by a damage tensor ‘ D ’. 
      )(:0 PE                                                                                                                                (3.3) 
      The plastic strain values are generated based on a non-associative flow rule, generated from a 
scalar function ‘ G ’. The rate of change of plastic strain is given as follows: 






                                                                                                                                           (3.4) 
      Where, ‘ ’ is a non-negative function called the plastic consistency parameter and ‘ G ’ is the 
flow potential function accepted from the Drucker-Prager hyperbolic function expressed as: 
        tan)tan( 22 pmffqG tc                                                                                     (3.5)                                               
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      Where, ‘ cf ’ and ‘ tf ’ are uniaxial compressive and tensile strengths of concrete respectively.    
‘
1 ’ is the dilation angle measured in the p-q plane under high confining pressures, ‘m ’ is the 
eccentricity of the plastic potential surface defined as the rate at which the flow approaches 
asymptote. 
      The concrete damage plasticity model uses the yield function proposed by Lubliner et al. 
(1989) and Lee and Fenves (1998) to take in to account different cases of strength evolution under 
tension and compression. The yield function is as follows:   










                                                 (3.6)                     
       Where,  
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Cpl                                                                                                                 (3.8) 










                                                                                                                         (3.9) 
 
      Where, ‘ max ’is the maximum effective principal stress, ‘ )
~( c
pl
C  ’ is the effective 
compressive cohesion stress, ‘ )~( tplt  ’ is the effective tension cohesion stress, ‘ 0bf ’ is the 
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compressive strength under biaxial loading, ‘ 0Cf ’ is the compressive strength under uniaxial 
loading and the bracket ‘< >’ is defined by  
      )(
2
1
xxx                             (ABAQUS Manual, 2011)                                        (3.10) 
       There are various parameters related with the definition of the concrete damage plasticity 
model. Mathematical relationships of complete stress-strain curves in tension and compression 
associated with the respective damage curves are required to be provided. In the concrete damaged 
plasticity model, the concrete under uniaxial tension follows a linear elastic relationship initially 
until the peak tensile stress is reached. After this point, micro cracking starts to form in the concrete 
which is resembled in the macroscopic level with a softening stress-strain relation. This extends 
until the point where the stress reaches very low values close to zero; where, the concrete can be 
considered to be failed. Under uniaxial compression, the concrete follows a linear elastic 
relationship until the initial yield stress ‘ 0C ’. This is followed by the plastic region where the 
relationship is characterized by stress hardening followed by strain softening beyond the ultimate 
stress ‘
Cu ’. In order to simulate the tensile behaviour of reinforced concrete in concrete damaged 
plasticity model, the input provided were that of the young’s modulus ‘ tE ’, the tensile stress              
‘ t ’ vs cracking strain ‘
ck
t ’ relationship and the damage parameter value ‘ td ’ vs cracking strain       
‘
ck
t ’ relationship for the relevant grade and constitutive model of concrete chosen. 
      elt
ck
t                                                                                                                        (3.11) 
         ttel E/                                                                                                                                                                                    (3.12) 
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      Where, ‘
ck
t ’ is the cracking strain, ‘ t ’ is the total concrete tensile strain, ‘ el ’ is the elastic 
strain corresponding to undamaged concrete material, ‘
t ’ is the concrete tensile stress. The 
damage parameter ‘ td ’ is found out as the ratio of degraded strength to the peak strength. 
ABAQUS checks for the accuracy of the damage curve using the plastic strain values ‘
pl
t ’ as 
shown in expression (3.3). It is to be noted that the Fig. - 3.1 depicts ‘ tE ’ as ‘ 0E ’. Negative and/or 
decreasing tensile plastic strain values are indicative of incorrect damage curves which may lead 
to generate error message before the analysis is performed (ABAQUS Manual, 2011). All these 
inputs were provided in tandem with the concrete constitutive model chosen to provide a tensile 
stress-strain relationship similar to Fig.-3.1 accounting for tension stiffening, strain-softening and 
reinforcement interaction with concrete. 












                                                                                                    (3.13)                                                
       In order to simulate the compressive behaviour of reinforced concrete in concrete damaged 
plasticity model, the input provided were that of the young’s modulus ‘
CE ’, the compressive stress 
‘ C ’ vs inelastic strain ‘
in
C ’ relationship and the damage parameter value ‘ cd ’ vs inelastic strain 
‘
in




Figure3.1: Parameters for tension stiffening model of concrete (ABAQUS Manual, 2011) 
 
Figure3.2: Parameters for compression hardening model of concrete (ABAQUS Manual, 2011) 
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     elC
in
C                                                                                                             (3.14) 
      CCel E/                                                                                                                  (3.15)                                          
      Where, ‘
in
C ’ is the inelastic strain, ‘ C ’ is the total concrete compressive strain, ‘ el ’ is the 
elastic strain corresponding to undamaged concrete material, ‘ C ’ is the concrete compressive 
stress. The damage parameter ‘ cd ’ is found out as the ratio of the degraded strength to the peak 
strength. It should be ensured that the plastic strain values ‘
pl
C ’ calculated using expression (3.6) 
are neither negative, nor decreasing with increasing stresses (ABAQUS Manual, 2011).  












                                                                                                     (3.16) 
      In the absence of a damage parameter definition, the model behaves as a plasticity model. In 
Fig.-3.2, ‘ CE ’ is depicted as ‘ 0E ’. All these inputs were provided in tandem with the concrete 
constitutive model chosen to provide a compressive stress-strain relationship similar to as shown 
in Fig.-3.2 accounting for compression stress hardening followed by strain softening. 
 
3.3.6 Concrete constitutive model in tension 
      The concrete tensile constitutive model by Belarbi and Hsu (1994) has been adopted herein to 
define the tensile stress-strain relationship of concrete. Based on extensive experimentation on 
reinforced concrete panels subjected to normal stresses, Belarbi and Hsu (1994) developed 
constitutive models for average tensile stress strain relation of concrete and that of the steel 
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reinforcing bars stiffened by concrete. The tension stiffening model proposed by Belarbi and Hsu 
have also been used and validated experimentally in more recent studies relating to model the shear 
behaviour of reinforced concrete membrane elements (e.g. Pang and Hsu, 1995; Hsu and Zhang, 
1996; Mansour, Lee and Hsu, 2001; Hsu and Zhu, 2002). In this study, the average tensile stress 
strain relation of concrete has been adopted for modelling the concrete tension stiffening model. 
The tensile stress-strain relation proposed by Belarbi and Hsu (1994) is as follows: 
      For       ,crC         Ctt E                                                                                                        (3.17) 







                                                                                     (3.18)                                                                                                            
      Where,      )(3875 MPafE ct                                                                                                   (3.19) 
                       )(31.0 MPaff ccr                                                                                            (3.20) 
                       00008.0cr                                                                                                       (3.21)                                                                        
      In the above expressions, ‘ t ’ is the average concrete tensile stress, ‘ tE ’ is the initial young’s 
modulus of the average stress-strain relation, ‘ crf ’ is the peak concrete tensile stress, ‘ cr ’ is the 
strain at the instant of peak tensile stress and ‘ 
cf ’ is the compressive strength of the concrete. The 
relation consists of an ascending straight line up to the peak tensile stress at which instant, micro 
cracking starts followed by a descending curve to the power of 0.4 after the onset of micro 
cracking. The above expressions were obtained from the average and best fit curve of numerous 
experimental reinforced concrete panels. The grade of concrete chosen for the finite element 




Figure3.3: Concrete tension stiffening curve 
 
Figure3.4: Concrete tension damage curve  
damage relations based on cracking strain values were found out as explained in expression (3.11) 


























































ratio of reduction of strength capacity to that of the maximum strength. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 
represent the final curves obtained for the tension stiffening and damage parameter values 
complying with the Belarbi and Hsu (1994) concrete constitutive model in tension for concrete 
compressive strength of 28 MPa. ABAQUS (2011) suggests that a tension stiffening model, where 
the tensile stress reaches zero at a total strain value of about 10–3 is reasonable. The Belarbi and 
Hsu (1994) concrete constitutive model doesn’t provide a specific strain value for stress reaching 
zero under tension. Following the recommendations by ABAQUS (2011), the failure strain for 
concrete in tension according to Belarbi and Hsu (1994) concrete constitutive model can be 
calculated as about 10-3. Based on the Chang and Mander (1994) concrete constitutive model, 
when the tensile strain reaches the cracking strain, the concrete can be considered to have zero 
tensile stress; which was found out to be 0.001 for a concrete of maximum compressive strength 
of 28 MPa. In this study, a tensile strain value of 0.001 has been adopted to classify a region of 
concrete in tension as failed.  
 
3.3.7 Concrete constitutive model in compression 
      The concrete stress-strain relation under compression is defined using the experimentally 
validated numerical constitutive model by Hsu and Hsu (1994). This concrete constitutive model 
is suitable in the way that, the entire relationship can be derived based on the concrete compressive 
strength ‘ cf  ’. The formulations presented herein are suitable for concrete maximum compressive 
strength of up to 62 MPa. For higher grades, suitable modifications need to be made based on Hsu 
and Hsu (1994). The relationship is defined by an initial linear relation up to 0.5 times of ultimate 
compressive strength followed by the relationship as depicted in the following expressions: 
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                                                                                                                        (3.23) 
      
35
0 10114.2109.8
  cu                                                                                                     (3.24) 
      
32 1028312.3102431.1  cuCE                                                                                          (3.25)                                                                               
      Where, ‘
c ’ is the concrete average compressive stress, ‘ cu ’ is the peak compressive stress, 
‘
cE ’ is the young’s modulus of concrete in compression in units of kip/in
2. ‘ 0 ’ is the strain at 
maximum strength and ‘ c ’ denotes the average compressive strain. The grade of concrete chosen 
for the finite element models has a compressive strength of 28 MPa. The compression hardening 
relations and the progressive damage relations based on inelastic strain values were found out as 
explained in expression (3.14) and the damage parameter was computed on the lines of Jankowiak 
and Lodygowski (2005) as the ratio of reduction of strength capacity to that of the maximum 
strength. Figures3.3 and 3.4 represents the final curves obtained for the compression hardening 
and damage parameter values complying with the Hsu and Hsu (1994) concrete constitutive model 




Figure3.5: Concrete compression hardening curve 
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3.3.8 Other concrete damage plasticity parameters 
      The concrete damage plasticity needs a few additional parameters to be defined in order to 
completely define the concrete material model. Sufficient studies are missing in order to 
characterize the tension recovery factor and compression recovery factor based on the grade of the 
concrete used. Syed (2012) reported from a numerical experimentation that the value of these 
factors definitely control the size and orientation of the loop of the stress-strain curves. It was also 
reported that the nature of variation in the loop was dependent on the material type and is not 
related in any way to the grade of concrete used. So, constant values were chosen for these 
parameters based on the default values available in ABAQUS in this study. The compressive 
stiffness recovery factor of ‘ cw ’ of 1 has been used implying full compressive stiffness recovery 
upon crack closure as loading changes from tension to compression. The tensile stiffness recovery 
factor of ‘ tw ’ of 0 has been chosen assuming no tension stiffness recovery when the loading 
changes from compression to tension, once concrete crushing has been initiated.  
 
      Dilatancy can be defined as the change in volume resulting from shear distortion of an element 
in the material. Dilation angle is used to characterize dilation (Hansen, 1958). The dilation angle 
can be found out from tri-axial compressive test and is defined as the ratio of the plastic volume 
change over plastic shear strain (Vemeer and deBorst, 1984). The dilation angle is specific to the 
material concerned and also on its kind of application. Some of the values of dilation angle found 
are as follows. Brost  et al. (1984) used a value of 230; ABAQUS verification manual a value of 
150; Armaanidis  (2003) values ranging from 27.75-42.870 and 23.51-35.400; ABAQUS example 
problem manual a value of 36.310; Beckwith  et al. (1973) a value of 400; Rollins  et al. (1997) a 
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value of 420. Materials like concrete can have dilation angle values varying from zero to its friction 
angle. Lubliner et al. (1989) suggested typical range of dilation angle of concrete between 80 and 
150. Lee and Fenves (1998) suggested dilation angle values of concrete as 34.60. Vemeer and 
deBorst (1984) based on experimental test results concluded that the dilation angle for concrete is 
at least 200 less than its friction angle (approximately, equal to 370). They proposed an expression 
to find out the dilation angle given as: 















sin                                                                                                                       (3.26)                                                    
      Where, ‘
1 ’ is the dilation angle, ‘ pv ’ and ‘ p1 ’ are the volumetric and axial plastic strain 
increments respectively. The above equation has been validated with a numerical experiment more 
recently by Syed (2012) and the typical range of dilation angle for normal weight concrete was 
found as 250-350. It was also found out that the values of compressive and tensile strength, strain 
hardening and softening regions are not affected at the material level for dilation angle varying in 
the range of 200 - 550. The shear strength was however found sensitive to different values of 
dilation angle. It was reported that the variation was not consistent with the typical uncertainty 
parameters that are found in a concrete material of a specific grade, rather, the variation is more 
reflective of a change in the type of material. In this study, in the absence of sufficient information 
on the material properties of concrete used for the experimentation of C-PSWs by Astaneh-Asl et 






3.4 Displacement control analysis 
      Displacement control solution strategy has been used. The desired displacement is applied in 
steps at the boundary at the loading point. The total base shear is noted as the load. Thus, the total 
base shear verses the boundary displacement gives the load displacement curve (pushover curve). 
 
3.5 Validation of the finite element model 
      The finite element model (FEM) has been validated by comparing the results of the available 
test. Very few experimental works have been reported using composite shear walls.  In this study 
the finite element model has been validated against the composite plate shear wall test conducted 
by Astaneh-Asl et al. (2002). 
 




Figure3.8: Validation of push-over curve 
3.5.1 Pushover analysis and results of Astaneh-Asl (2002) specimen 
     The composite shear wall project conducted by Astaneh-Asl et al. (2002) dealt with the seismic 
performance of composite shear walls. The objective of their work was to investigate the behaviour 
under cyclic load displacements of composite plate shear wall and suggest suitable guidelines for 
the design of composite shear walls. Their study was concentrated on a type of composite plate 
shear wall which consisted of a steel boundary frame made of columns and beams and steel plate 
wall with a reinforced concrete wall attached to it on one side with bolts. Two forms of composite 
shear walls were studied: ‘traditional’ and ‘innovative’. In the traditional composite plate shear 
wall, there was no gap between the surrounding boundary frame and the concrete wall edges 
whereas in the innovative system, there was a 32 mm gap between the steel boundary frame and 
the edges of the concrete wall. In the present study, the innovative system specimen was modeled 


























by the author’s work. Thus yield strength of boundary members as 350MPa and that of the steel 
infill as 248 MPa were chosen. The concrete compressive strength of 28 MPa was chosen 
conforming to the grade of concrete used in the experimental work. A reinforcement ratio of 0.92% 
was maintained in accordance with the test specimen. 13 mm diameter A325 bolts were reported 
to have been used for connecting the reinforced concrete (RC) panels with the steel infill plate. 
Similarly, in the FE model, the bolts were modelled with appropriate geometry and material 
properties from push-out tests available in literature. 
 
      The system was constrained such that out of plane buckling of the frame does not occur. As in 
the test, displacement loading has been applied through the center line of the top beam level. The 
displacement was increased to a maximum value as obtained from the envelope of hysteresis curve 
of physical test. The element mesh of the composite plate shear wall is shown in Figure 3.7. The 
measured (as obtained from physical experimentation) and predicted (from FEA) base shear values 
are plotted against the overall storey drifts in Figure 3.9. The figure indicates that the finite element 
model predicts the initial stiffness and post-yield response of the shear wall very well. The ultimate 
capacity of the specimen is under estimated by about 6%. This can be due to the ambiguities in the 
way of application of displacement in the experiment and the FE model. This can be also due to 
the small differences in the actual experimental specimen with its associated set up and that of the 
FE model; like the fish plate used in the actual experiment for connecting the plate with the 





3.5.2 Comparison of hierarchical order of failure modes  
      Zhao and Astaneh-Asl (2004) provides a very clear account of the hierarchical order of failure 
of the various components of the test innovative C-PSW specimen for incremental drift levels. 
This section aims to compare the failure levels of the FE model specimen with that of the test 
specimen under varied drift levels. At an overall drift of 0.002, the test specimen was reported to 
behave perfectly elastically which was also the observation from the FE model. At an overall drift 
of 0.004, the test specimen was reported to still behave elastically complying with that of the 
observation for the FE model. This point was named as the proportional limit. The experiment 
reported the significant yield point at an overall drift of 0.006 when all the three beams and column 
base showed yielding. The FE model at this overall drift level also showed yield signs in the three 
beams and yield in the outer flanges of the column base. 
 
      The test innovative C-PSW was observed to have its steel infill locally buckled in compression 
and yielded in tension diagonally at overall drift of 0.012. Minor damage to RC walls were also 
observed. Likewise, in the FE model at this drift level the infill steel plate was found to reach its 
yield strength and local buckling was observed between the bolts along the compression diagonal. 
Additionally, localized areas of the RC wall was found to have plastic strain in tension values 
corresponding to that of failure in concrete; physically resembling localized damage in RC 
concrete wall.  The column flange and web at the column base yielded at overall drift of 0.018 in 
the experimental test complying with that of the FE model results. Overall drift levels of 0.024 led 
to the local buckling of middle beam web and bottom beam flange in the test specimen; whereas, 
local buckling in only the middle beam web and flange were noticed in the FE model. 0.03 of 
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overall drift was reported as the point of maximum shear strength in the experimental test. 
However, no such distinct point of maximum strength was observed for the FE model. Major 
cracks in the test specimen RC panels and web fracture in the middle beam were observed in the 
test specimen for an overall drift of 0.036. Identically, in the FE model, significant areas of the RC 
panel were found to reach tensile plastic strain values corresponding to failure; physically, which 
can be represented as the formation of cracks. Moreover, plastic hinges were found to have been 
generated in the middle beam ends and the entire web was found to have yielded. At even higher 
overall drift values, infill plate fractured in the test C-PSW accompanied with RC wall crushing 
and spalling and beam flange fracture. Similar symptoms were noticed in the FE model at which 
instant, the specimen can be considered damaged.   
 
3.6 Comparison of pushover curves of C-PSW and SPSW  
      To evaluate the performance of the C-PSW in comparison to that of ductile plate shear wall, 
the ‘innovative’ specimen for validation was analysed and compared for the pushover nature 
against the same specimen devoid of the RC panels. Figure 3.9 shows the pushover curve for the 
SPSW vs the C-PSW. Thus, the geometry of the SPSW components of both the specimen were 
the same. It is observed from the figure that composite plate shear wall has higher stiffness and 




Figure 3.9: Push-over curve for C-PSW and SPSW 
3.7 Conclusion 
      A non-linear finite element is developed to study the behaviour of composite plate shear walls. 
The finite element model developed is able to provide very good predictions for quasi-static 
pushover analyses of the composite plate shear wall specimen. The model captured all essential 
features of the test specimens analyzed.  Figure 3.8 indicates that the finite element model predicts 
the initial stiffness and post-yield response of the shear wall very well. The ultimate capacity of 
the specimen is under estimated by about 6%. The validated FE model is used to investigate 



























4. SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF COMPOSITE PLATE SHEAR WALLS  
 
4.1 Introduction 
      Experimental and analytical studies on composite-plate shear walls have been limited to static 
and quasi-static cyclic loadings till date. C-PSWs have not been studied under real seismic 
loadings.  A finite element model to study the behaviour of C-PSW has been developed in the 
previous chapter. The finite element model has also been validated with the available experiment 
data. This chapter presents the seismic performance of a 4-storey and a 6-storey C-PSW under 
spectrum compatible seismic records for Vancouver. As explained in earlier chapter, the working 
mechanism of the C-PSW comprises of the reinforced concrete (RC)-panel stiffening the steel 
infill plate preventing it from overall buckling and thereby ensuring the failure of steel plate in 
yielding in shear. This expected behaviour of C-PSW is evaluated in this chapter. Shear 
contributions of different components of the C-PSW like the steel infill, columns, RC panel and 
other member forces and moments under spectrum compatible seismic forces are presented.   Other 
important seismic parameter presented are the bending moment and axial forces for the boundary 
columns.  
 
       This chapter also describes the methodology used to select the ground motions for the non-
linear time-history analyses. The elastic spectra of the historical and artificial records are computed 
and scaled to match the design acceleration spectra.    
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4.2 Seismic design of C-PSWs 
      In order to design the C-PSWs, the equivalent static force method was employed to find out 
the storey shear forces at each storey according to NBCC 2010. The design seismic base shear (V) 
calculated according to NBCC2010 is as follows: 











EVa                                                                                             (4.1) 
      Where, ‘ )( aTS ’ is the spectral acceleration, ‘ VM ’ is an amplification factor accounting for 
higher mode effects on base shear, ‘ EI ’ is the importance factor for the structure, ‘W ’ denotes 
the total dead load in addition to 25% of the snow load, ‘ dR ’ denotes the force modification factor 
of the structure related to ductility, ‘ 0R ’ denotes the over-strength related force modification factor 
of the structure. According to the NBCC 2010, for structures having dR  greater than 1.5 the design 
base shear should assume a maximum value as: 







E                                                                                                                        (4.2)                                                                                                    
The final base shear calculated was distributed at each storey of the structure as: 














)(                                                                                                         (4.3)      
Where, ‘ tF ’ is an extra lateral force component applicable to the top floor, ‘ iW ’or ‘ XW ’ denotes 
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the dead load in addition to 25% snow load applicable to the storey i or x and ‘ xh ’ or ‘ ih ’ denotes 
the height from the base to the storey level i or x respectively.  
 
      In the absence of proper design guidelines for C-PSWs in the Canadian design standard, the 
SPSW component was designed according to the capacity design concepts used for conventional 
ductile SPSWs. Thus, boundary members were designed to develop full capacity of the steel infill 
plates. The concrete panel was however designed according to the provisions of AISC 341-10, 
which were selected to be of 200 mm thickness and reinforcement ratio of 0.0025 was maintained 
with the bar spacing not exceeding 450 mm to comply with the minimum requirements. The 
capacity design of the SPSW component involved designing the structure suitably to facilitate 
inelasticity accompanied by energy dissipation mostly in the infill plates. The other structural 
elements like the beams and the columns were designed to have sufficient strength to take the 
failure force from the infill plate, which acts as the major energy dissipater. The boundary members 
were protected against failure and were supposed to behave elastically, in general under force 
levels at par with the failure forces in the infill plates. In a C-PSW, the steel infill are desired to 
resist the storey shears primarily through yielding in shear; since the concrete panel stiffens the 
former; thereby restraining the out of plane buckling. However, under extreme load conditions, it 
is expected that the concrete panel will disintegrate and tension fields will appear in the steel infill 
plates (Astaneh-Asl, 2002). The boundary members were thus designed to be safe under full 




      The design philosophy for SPSW component followed was that of proposed by Berman and 
Bruneau (2008) and then checked for CAN/CSA S16-09 strength and stiffness criteria. 
Accordingly, the infill plate yielding forces were calculated as: 
      )2sin(5.0 wiypyci tFw                                                                                                          (4.4) 
      
2)(sinwiypxci tFw                                                                                                                            (4.5) 
      2)(coswiypybi tFw                                                                                                                          (4.6)    
      )2sin(5.0 wiypxbi tFw                                                                                                            (4.7) 
      Where, ‘ ypF ’ is the yield strength of the infill plate steel, ‘ wit ’ is the steel infill thickness,        
‘ ’ is the angle of tension field, ‘ yciw ’ is the vertical distributed force applicable to the columns,              
‘ xciw ’ is the horizontal distributed force applicable to the columns, ‘ ybiw ’ is the vertical distributed 
load applicable to the beams and ‘ xbiw ’ is the horizontal distributed load applicable to the beams. 
Based on these yield forces, free body force analysis of the beams and columns leads to the design 
forces in the boundary members. 
       CAN/CSA S16-09 provides the following equation to check for the stiffness of columns to 
develop uniform tension field in the adjacent infill plate: 






                                                                                                                                (4.8) 
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     Where, ‘ w ’ is the infill plate thickness, ‘ sh ’ is the storey height, ‘ L ’ is the bay width and              
‘ CI ’ is the moment of inertia of the column cross-section. 
      The following equations are provided to check sufficient uniform tension field formations in 
the top and bottom infill panel as follows: 













                                                                                                                            (4.9) 
      Where, ‘ bI ’ is the moment of inertia of the top beam cross-section. 













                                                                                                                         (4.10) 
      Where, ‘ bI ’ is the moment of inertia of the bottom beam cross-section. 
      AISC 341-10 recommends adequate stiffening of the steel infill plate by encasement of the 
steel plate or attachment with a RC panel. The conformance to this requirement is recommended 
to be demonstrated with an elastic plate buckling analysis ensuring that the composite wall can 
successfully resist a nominal shear force equal to ‘ nsV ’. AISC 341-10 provides an expression for 
the nominal shear strength of the steel plate as follows: 
      yspns FAV 6.0                                                                                                                                 (4.11) 
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       Where, ‘ spA ’ is the horizontal area of the stiffened steel plate (mm2), ‘ yF ’ is the minimum 
yield stress of the steel plate (MPa). The design shear strength is given as ‘ nsV9.0 ’. The steel-
concrete composite panel was checked for sufficient stiffness against overall buckling according 
to the provisions of AISC 341-10 using a transformed section stiffness of the wall. It was done so, 
by transforming the concrete wall to vertical and horizontal equivalent steel stiffeners and then 
employing the elastic buckling theory of orthotropic plates in order to check for sufficient stiffness 
against overall buckling of the plate. Orthotropic plates comprise of steel plate stiffened by 
stiffeners in transverse or longitudinal direction or in both directions. According to Allen and 
Bulson (1980), simply supported plates containing a large number of longitudinal stiffeners can 
be considered as ‘Orthotropic plates’ with different unit flexural rigidities in the longitudinal and 
transverse direction. Orthotropic plate theory is also applicable for plates containing both vertical 
and horizontal stiffeners. In here, the composite steel-RC panel plate section has been converted 
in to an equivalent orthotropic plate prior to check for its elastic buckling under nominal shear 
strength loads. In order to do so, the RC panel section was converted into equivalent steel stiffeners 
both in the horizontal and vertical directions. The flexural stiffness of the plate for bending about 
its y-axis ‘ xD ’, x-axis ‘ yD ’ and the plate torsional rigidity ‘ H ’ were found out as follows: 








D xx                                                                                                                      (4.12)  










y                                                                                                                     (4.13) 






H                                                                                                                                (4.14) 
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      Where, ‘ xI ’ and ‘ yI ’ are the section moment of inertia of the vertical and horizontal stiffeners 
respectively, ‘
1c ’ and ‘ 2c ’ represents the spacing between the vertical and horizontal stiffeners 
respectively, ‘ t ’ denotes the steel infill plate thickness, ‘ E ’ represents the young’s modulus, ‘ t ’ 
is the plate thickness and ‘𝜈’ is the poisons ratio. 
      To find out the critical shear stress allowable ‘ cr ’ the exact solutions for orthotropic simply 
supported plates in shear obtained by Seydel E. (1933) were used.  









                                                                                                                     (4.15) 
      Where, ‘ sK ’ is a parameter to be obtained from the solution curves by Seydel E. (1933) for 
varying values of the parameters ‘
yx DD
H





 ’; ‘ ’ is the aspect ratio of the plate. 
It was checked from the above analysis that the composite panels can successfully resist shear 
yield stress of steel plate, as provided in equation (4.11). Details of these check can be found in       
chapter 6. 
 
4.3 Selection of C-PSW system 
      The buildings considered here for analysis are hypothetical office buildings located at 
Vancouver having a plan area of 2014 m2. Each of the buildings possess two identical shear walls 
to resist lateral forces in each direction; thus, each shear wall will resist one half of the design 
seismic loads as shown in Fig.- 4.1. For simplicity, torsion is neglected. Each C-PSW is 3.8m 
wide, measured from center to center of columns, and has an aspect ratio of 1 (storey height of 3.8 
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m). The buildings considered here are one 4-storey and another 6-storey building used to evaluate 
the performance of C-PSWs under dynamic seismic loads. The 4-storey building has a total height 
of 15.2 m and the 6-storey building has a total height of 22.8 m. The building is assumed to be 
founded on (site class C according to NBCC 2010). A dead load of 4.26 kPa for each floor and 
1.12 kPa for the roof were used. The live load on all floors was taken as 2.4 kPa. The nominal 
yield strength of the beams, columns and infill plates was assumed to be 350 MPa and have a 
young’s modulus of 200, 000 MPa. NBC 2010 (NRCC 2010) load combination ‘D + 0.5L + E’ 
(where, D = dead load, L = live load and E = earthquake load) was considered for floors and for 
the roof, the load combination ‘D + 0.25S + E’ (where S = snow load) was considered. A ductility 
related force modification factor ‘ dR ’ of 5.0 and an over strength force modification factor ‘ 0R ’ 
of 1.6 was used in the design according to the provisions of NBCC 2010 for steel plate shear walls. 
The equivalent static lateral forces determined based on the NBCC 2010 for the 4- storey C-PSW 
were 152.5 kN, 305.1 kN, 457.7 kN and 206.3 kN for the first storey, second storey, third storey 
and roof respectively. The lateral forces determined for the 6- storey C-PSW were 104.2 kN, 208.4 
kN, 312.6 kN, 416.8 kN, 521.1 kN and 211.3 kN for the first storey, second storey, third storey, 
fourth storey, fifth storey and roof respectively. Consistent column section was chosen for the 4-
storey C-PSW throughout all the floors; whereas, separate column sections were chosen for the 
bottom two stories and the other top stories for the 6-storey C-PSW as shown in Fig. – 4.2. In order 
to design the thickness of the steel infill plates of the SPSW, a steel plate thickness of 4.8 mm was 
used as the minimum practical thickness based on requirements to be bolted with the reinforced 
concrete panels and handling issues. 13 mm diameter A325 bolts were selected for connecting the 
steel infill plate with the RC panel. The boundary beams and columns were designed according to 
the Canadian steel design standard CAN/CSA S16-09 satisfying all the required criteria regarding 
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strength and stiffness. The design philosophy for the vertical and horizontal boundary members 
were however, followed that of by Berman and Bruneau (2008) and Qu and Bruneau (2009). 
Accordingly, the suitable components of the steel infill plate yield forces were transferred to the 
horizontal beams and vertical columns. The boundary members were then designed as beam-
column members. The top and bottom steel beams were expected to experience uniformly 
distributed yield forces from infill plates on one side in addition to axial loads from the columns; 
whereas, the intermediate beams had the infill plate yield forces cancelled out on two fronts due 
to use of infill plates of consistent thickness and were designed only on the basis of axial loads 
from the columns. The columns at each storey were designed to take the reduced plastic moment 
under axial force of the corresponding beams.   
 




Figure 4.2: 4 – storey and 6 – storey C-PSWs 
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4.4 Finite element model of 4-storey and 6-storey C-PSWs 
      The C-PSWs were modeled with 4-node shell elements (ABAQUS S4R) elements. For the 
seismic analysis, a dummy gravity column is incorporated into the finite element model to take 
account of p-Δ effects. The gravity column is made of 2-node linear 3-D truss (ABAQUS T2D3) 
elements and is connected with the C-PSW at every floor with connections. The connections were 
so designed as to constrain the horizontal displacement of the two nodes; one on the gravity column 
and the other on the C-PSWs at every floor level in accordance with Tremblay et al. (2001). In 
order to achieve this, pin ended rigid links were used between the concerned nodes in the dummy 
gravity column and the respective nodes in the C-PSW. The bases of both the dummy gravity 
column as well as the C-PSWs were pinned to the ground. The mechanism is so designed that the 
dummy gravity column does not contribute to the lateral stiffness of the structural system. The 
dummy gravity column carried half of the total remaining mass of the building; since there are two 
C-PSWs in each mutually perpendicular directions of the building plan. The gravity loads for each 
storey was applied on the respective storey nodes in the dummy gravity column as point masses. 
The bolts were modelled using 2-node linear beam element in 3D space (ABAQUS B31). The 
element is associated with six degrees of freedom at each node; three translation and three rotations 
defined in its global co-ordinate system. Raleigh proportional damping of 5% were selected for 
the analyses. Yield strength of steel infill plates, boundary columns and beams were selected as 
350 MPa. The concrete was designed to have compressive as well as tensile damage and a 





 4.5 Nonlinear dynamic seismic analyses of C-PSWs 
4.5.1 Frequency analysis 
      A non-linear finite element model for analyzing the C-PSWs were developed. This model was 
in turn used to perform frequency analysis for the concerned 4-storey and 6-storey C-PSWs prior 
to the seismic analysis. Frequency analysis for the C-PSWs with the gravity column were carried 
out to find out the fundamental mode shapes and fundamental frequencies for the 4-storey and 6-
storey    C-PSWs. The intension of such an analysis was twofold. Firstly, the fundamental time 
period was used to calculate the earthquake time history scale factor to scale the raw accelerogram 
data suitable for the concerned structure. Secondly, the fundamental frequencies were used to find 
out the damping factors for the materials in the finite element model based on Raleigh proportional 
damping of 5%. The fundamental mode shapes were observed to show no abnormality, 
whatsoever. The NBCC 2010 provides an expression to find out the time period of shear walls: 
      
4/3)(05.0 nhT                                                                                                                                     (4.11)      
      Where, ‘ nh ’ is the height of the building in meters. 
      When compared with the fundamental period estimate from the NBCC 2010, it was found that 
the NBCC provides conservative estimates of the fundamental period. The fundamental periods of 
the 4-storey and 6-storey C-PSWs along with the associated gravity column was found out as 0.63 





4.5.2 Ground motion time histories 
      NBCC 2010 emphasizes the use of spectrum compatible earthquake records to be used for 
seismic analysis. The building considered here being located at Vancouver, the uniform hazard 
spectrum for Vancouver provided in NBCC 2010 has been used in this research. Spectrum 
compatibility is considered a desirable characteristic where the response spectrum from the 
selected earthquake records are intended to match with the design site specified response spectrum 
(uniform hazard spectrum) for a specific period of interest. ASCE7-10 recommends a minimum 
of three ground motion records for time history analysis, when peak maximum response are 
considered for component checking and a minimum of seven ground motion records when the 
average of maximum response are considered for component checking. 
 
      In this research, eight ground motion records have been selected and used for time history 
analysis; four real ground motion records from the strong ground motion database of Pacific 
Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER, 2010) and four simulated earthquake records 
from Engineering Seismology toolbox website (Atkinson et al., 2009). The four simulated and four 
real ground motion record included are as shown in Table –4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Fig. – 4.3 and 
Fig. – 4.4 represents the scaled simulated and real accelerograms prepared for the 6 – storey and 4 
– storey C-PSWs. The selected real ground motions were chosen to have A/V (A, peak acceleration 
in scale of g and V, peak velocity in m/s, where g is acceleration due to gravity in m/s2) values 
close to 1 conforming with the A/V value for an earthquake expected in Vancouver (Naumoski et 
al., 2004). Based on past earthquake records during the years 1600-2006, it has been found that 
more than 60% of the seismic events occurring in British Colombia and its adjoining offshore areas 
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possessed an earth quake magnitude in the range of 6.0-7.0 (Lamontagneet al., 2008).  The 
simulated earthquakes included two different sets of records having magnitude 6.5 and 7.5 
respectively for soil class C. Each of the magnitude set consisted of one record for near fault and 
one for far fault.  
 
      The selected ground motions were scaled based on the partial area method of ground motion 
scaling. According to this method, the area under the acceleration response spectrum curve of the 
selected ground motion and design response spectrum were compared and made equal by finding 
out a suitable scaling factor. Area under the acceleration response spectrum curves of ground 
motion records between 0.2T to 1.5T; where, ‘T’ is the fundamental period of vibration of the 
building was compared with the area under the design response spectrum of Vancouver in the 
designated range and made equal by finding out a suitable scaling factor and modifying the 
concerned accelerogram with that factor. This period range of the excitation motions was assumed 
to have the largest effects on the structural response.  The lower limit of the range can be justified 
by the participation of higher modes of the structure in the response and the upper limit can be 
justified as the increase in the fundamental period of the structure due to inelastic action. In both 
case response spectrum is considered for 5% of critically damped single degree of freedom system 











Scaling factor (4 storey) Scaling factor (6 storey) 
6C1 6.5 8.8 0.71 0.76 
6C2 6.5 14.6 1.31 1.44 
7C1 7.5 15.2 0.79 0.89 
7C2 7.5 45 1.72 1.81 
 
Table 4.2: Real earthquake records 




A/V Scaling factor  
(4 storey) 
Scaling factor  
(6 storey) 
Kobe,1995 6.6 0.143 0.147 0.973 1.84 1.60 
San Fernando,1972 6.61 0.188 0.179 1.05 1.65 1.53 
Imperial Valley, 
1979 (1) 
6.53 0.3118 0.300 1.03 1.25 0.93 
Imperial Valley, 
1979     (2) 









































































































































































































































































































































Imperial Valley1 - 4storey
Imperial valley2 - 4storey
Kobe - 4storey











































Imperial Valley1 - 6storey
Imperial Valley2 - 6storey
Kobe - 6storey











4.5.3 Seismic response of C-PSWs 
      Non-linear time history analyses were performed in ABAQUS. The maximum base reactions 
recorded for the 4 – storey C-PSW under simulated earthquakes 6c1, 6c2, 7c1 and 7c2 were 5159 
kN, 5394 kN, 4747 kN and 4883 kN respectively. Similarly, base reactions under real records 
Kobe, San Fernando, Imperial valley 1 and Imperial valley 2 for the 4 – storey C-PSW were found 
as 4960 kN, 5040 kN, 5020 kN and 5170 kN respectively. The maximum base reactions recorded 
for 6 – storey C-PSW under the simulated earthquakes 6c1, 6c2, 7c1 and 7c2 were 4523kN,  4852 
kN, 5314 kN and 5232 kN respectively. Base reactions under real records Kobe, San Fernando, 
Imperial valley 1 and Imperial valley 2 for the 6 – storey C-PSW were found as 4438 kN, 4656 
kN, 4507 kN and 5285 kN respectively. The NBCC 2010 static base and storey shear forces 
calculated were found to be much lower than those of the dynamic shear distributions. This is due 
to the over strength in the C-PSWs caused by the use of thicker steel plates than required due to 
handling and practical requirements. The nominal shear strength of 3427 kN calculated based on 
equation (4.11) recommended by AISC 341-10 was 36% lower than the peak dynamic base shear 
of 5394 kN found out for the 4 – storey C-PSW under the selected ground motions. This is due to 
the fact that, a portion of the dynamic base shear was found to be carried by the boundary steel 
columns and also by the reinforced concrete panel; thereby contributing towards greater overall 
shear strength; compared to the nominal shear strength, where the strength is based only on the 
steel plate ignoring the steel columns and the RC panel. Similarly, for the 6 - storey C-PSW the 
nominal shear strength of 3427 kN was  35.5 % lower than the maximum dynamic base shear of 
5314 kN. From all time history analyses, the peak shear contribution from the steel column 
members at base was found to be 27% and the average shear contribution was found as 23% for 
the 4 - storey C-PSW. In the 6-storey C-PSW, the average base shear contribution from the 
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boundary columns was 22% and the peak shear contribution was 29%. For all cases, the percentage 
of storey shear contribution from the RC panels were found to be grossly diminishing with increase 
in storey level. So, the highest percentage of storey shear contribution by the RC panels was found 
for the first storey panel. Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 provide a clear understanding of the peak 
storey shears recorded under the selected group of ground motions and the contributions by the 
various components of the C-PSWs; namely, the steel infill, boundary column and the RC panel 
for the    4 – storey and the   6 – storey C-PSWs. The average and peak first storey shear contribution 
by the RC panel for the 4 – storey C-PSW was 10% and 11% respectively. The corresponding 
values for the 6 – storey C-PSW were 8% and 10% respectively. Storey shear percentage 
contributions by the RC-panels for higher stories were observed to be practically insignificant. 
 
      The 4 - storey C-PSW behaved in a ductile manner and showed high strength and stiffness. 
Steel infill plate for the first and second storey yielded in shear under all the ground motions and 
third storey infill also yielded for a single case. Yield lines in the first storey beam end were 
observed for all cases. The RC-panels were capable of successfully restraining out-of-plane motion 
of the steel infill and was undamaged under all ground motions except for one where minor damage 
was identified at the first storey RC-panel from the plastic strain in tension (ABAQUS PEEQT) 
values resembling strain greater than the cracking strain. The 6 – storey C-PSW also behaved in a 
similar pattern with steel infills yielding in shear as a whole noticed from the first up to the fourth 
storey for the limiting cases with beam ends of first, second and third storey showing signs of 
yield. RC-panel was essentially undamaged excepting a couple of cases where the plastic strain in 
the first storey RC-panel assumed values corresponding to micro-cracking strain in tension. For 
all cases, stresses were found to be distributed throughout the infill panels and infill plates yielded 
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mostly as a whole under shear; unlike the SPSWs where diagonal tension fields are observed under 
seismic loads and stress distribution is not uniform throughout the panel. Minimum partial yielding 
were observed in the steel boundary columns, thereby achieving its design objective to sustain the 
full yield force from the steel infill plates. Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 show the storey column 
axial force and moments found out for the concerned seismic analyses. It can be observed that the 
capacity design concept used for designing the vertical boundary elements was essentially 
successful in maintaining the elastic regime of the columns. The design envelope had higher values 
than the peak axial force recorded at all times. The bending moment envelope was also above the 
peak moments noted mostly. Figure 4.15 shows the displacements in every storey obtained from 
the seismic analyses for the set of ground motions chosen at the instant of peak top storey 
displacement. It was found that the inter storey drift was within the allowable range from           
figure – 4.16 and 4.17 respectively. The maximum top storey displacements recorded for the 4-
storey C-PSW were 53 mm, 60 mm, 51 mm and 55 mm for 6c1, 6c2, 7c1 and 7c2 earthquake 
records respectively. The corresponding values for the 4-storey C-PSW under the ground motions 
Kobe, San Fernando, Imperial valley 1 and Imperial valley 2 were 76 mm, 46 mm, 56 mm and 62 
mm respectively.  The maximum top storey displacements recorded for the 6-storey C-PSW were 
102 mm, 107 mm, 88 mm and 115 mm for 6c1, 6c2, 7c1 and 7c2 earthquake records and 113 mm, 
126 mm, 161 mm and 136 mm for Kobe, San Fernando, Imperial valley 1 and Imperial valley 2 
respectively.  Figure 4.18 presents the yield pattern in the C-PSWs under ground motion 7c2 
separately for the 4 - storey and the 6 - storey structure. The shear contribution of these yielded 
panels at the instant of the peak shear was found to assume values close to the nominal shear 






Figure 4.7: Peak storey shear contribution for different components of 4 – storey C-PSW 




























































Figure 4.8: Peak storey shear contribution for different components of 4 – storey C-PSW 




























































Figure 4.9: Peak storey shear contribution for different components of 6 – storey C-PSW 




































































Figure 4.10: Peak storey shear contribution for different components of 6 – storey C-PSW 
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Figure 4.18: Yield pattern of 6-storey (left) and 4-storey (right) C-PSW at peak base shear instant 
under 7c2 ground motion 
4.6 Conclusions 
      Non-linear time-history analyses were performed in to study the behaviour of C-PSW system. 
The finite element model used here is a previously validated model, which is able to provide very 
good representation for the experimental specimen in quasi-static pushover analyses. A 4-storey 
and a 6-storey C-PSW were assumed to be used in buildings located at Vancouver. Nonlinear 
seismic analysis is carried out to study its behaviour. Both the C-PSWs performed very well in 





objective of restraining out-of-plane buckling of the steel infill plates resulting in shear yielding 
rather than formation of tension diagonal fields. This resulted in high shear capacity of the C-PSW. 
In addition, the C-PSW showed excellent ductility comparable to the conventional ductile steel 
plates. The boundary steel columns were devoid of yielding which were intended to behave that 
way. The steel boundary beams however yielded at their ends in the lower stories of the C-PSWs. 
Some of the important findings of this study are as follows: 
(1)  The AISC underestimates the shear strength of the C-PSWs. It is observed from the 
conducted inelastic nonlinear dynamic analyses that the shear strength of a C-PSW is 
underestimated in the AISC 341-10 due to the fact that, it does not consider any shear 
contribution from the boundary columns and also the RC-panel. As shown in this study, 
the boundary columns and RC-panel together can contribute towards a significant amount 
of shear strength ignored in the current practice. 
(2) The capacity design concept for design of vertical boundary elements by Berman and 
Bruneau (2008) for full yielding of steel infill plates simultaneously in tension diagonal 
was found to serve well for the C-PSWs in order to maintain its elastic regime. 
(3) The inter-storey drifts obtained from the nonlinear time history analyses were within the 
limits of 0.025hx as recommended by NBCC 2010. 
(4)  C-PSWs of the innovative type studied here performed excellently under spectrum 
compatible ground motions; both simulated and real, showing good ductility comparable 
to conventional ductile plate walls. The C-PSWs were found to possess high strength and 
stiffness. Additionally, there is minimal damage associated with this performance in terms 




5. FUNDAMENTAL PERIODS OF C-PSWs USING EQUIVALENT SHEAR-FLEXURE 
CANTILEVER BEAM MODEL 
 
5.1 Introduction 
      Fundamental period of a structure is an important parameter pertaining to the calculation of 
the base shear and the lateral forces at each storey. Since, the exact time period of a structure can 
only be computed once the detailed trial design of the structure is ready; the building codes provide 
empirical formulae to calculate the approximate time period of the structure based on certain 
parameters like structure materials, structure type and structure geometry. These code-based 
empirical approximate time period expressions are generally moderated to provide conservative 
estimates of the design earthquake forces. This chapter evaluates the current code based formula 
for determination of fundamental period for ‘innovative’ C-PSWs.  Also, the effectiveness of a 
simplified equivalent shear-flexure cantilever model to estimate fundamental periods of C-PSWs 
is investigated in this chapter.  
 
5.2 Selection of C-PSWs for evaluation of code-based period formula 
      In order to evaluate the code based formula for estimating fundamental periods of C-PSWs, a 
total of eight buildings equipped with C-PSWs as lateral load resisting system were considered. 
They consisted of two sets of buildings with different symmetrical floor plans equipped with C-
PSWs of aspect ratio of 1 and 1.5 respectively. For each set of floor plan, 1-storey, 2-storey, 4-
storey and 6-storey buildings were considered. The buildings for these C-PSWs were chosen to be 
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hypothetical office buildings in Vancouver founded on (site class C according to NBCC 2010) and 
having plan area of 2014 m2 and consisting of two identical shear walls to resist lateral forces in 
each direction as shown in Figures 5.1 and 4.1. Thus, each shear wall was intended to resist only 
one half of the design seismic load. The storey height of the buildings were chosen to be 3.8m.  
Loads considered were 4.26 kPa for each floor, 1.12 kPa for roof and live loads for all floor as 2.4 
kPa. Steel was considered to have yield strength of 350 MPa and young’s modulus of 200,000 
MPa. For simplicity, torsion was neglected. According to the provisions of NBC 2010 (NRCC 
2010) load combination ‘D + 0.5L + E’ (where, D = dead load, L = live load and E = earthquake 
load) was considered for floors and for the roof, the load combination ‘D + 0.25S + E’ (where S = 
snow load) was considered. A ductility related force modification factor ‘ dR ’ of 5.0 and an over 
strength force modification factor ‘ 0R ’ of 1.6 was used in the design according to the provisions 
of NBCC 2010 for the steel plate shear wall component. Figures 5.2 – 5.5 represent the detailed 
dimensions and components for the C-PSWs chosen. Infill plates of 4.8 mm thickness were used 
as the minimum practical thickness based on requirements to be bolted with the reinforced concrete 
panels and handling issues. 13 mm diameter A325 bolts were selected for connecting the steel 




Figure 5.1: Floor plan of buildings with C-PSW of aspect ratio 1.5 
 
       As per the requirements in AISC 341-10, minimum concrete wall thickness of 200 mm was 
selected. For the bar reinforcement, ratio of 0.0025 was maintained with the bar spacing not 
exceeding 450 mm. The boundary beams and columns were designed according to the Canadian 
steel design standard CAN/CSA S16-09 satisfying all the required criteria regarding strength and 
stiffness. The design philosophy for the vertical and horizontal boundary members were however, 





Figure 5.2: 1-Storey specimen of 1 aspect ratio and 1.5 aspect ratio 
 
 










Figure 5.5: 6-Storey specimen of 1 aspect ratio and 1.5 aspect ratio 
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5.3 Evaluation of code period formula for C-PSWs  
      The building codes namely the NBCC 2010 and ASCE 7-10 specify upper limits on 
fundamental periods calculated based on simple methods of structural analysis in order to limit the 
values of design seismic loads that are too low due to modelling assumptions. NBCC 2010 
specifies that, for shear walls, periods calculated by any analytical method should not exceed 2.0 
times the value determined by Eq. (5.10). The ASCE 7-10 standard limits the upper limit of 
fundamental periods as 1.4 times the value for high seismic zones to 1.7 times the value for low 
seismic zones, as determined by Eq. (5.1).  
      
x
t hCT                                                                                                                                               (5.1) 
      Where, ‘T ’ is the fundamental time period of the structure, ‘ h ’ is the height of the structure 
above the base, ‘ tC ’ and ‘ x ’ are constants. The NBCC 2010 and ASCE 7-10 recommend values 
of ‘ tC ’ as 0.05 and ‘ x ’ as 0.75 for shear walls. In this study, the selected eight C-PSWs were 
analysed to evalaute the code based period formula. ABAQUS/IMPLICIT was used for all the 
frequency analysis. As explained in Chapter 3, all the C-PSW components (steel boundary 
members, steel infill plates and the RC panels) were modeled using standard shell elements 
(ABAQUS element S4R). The bolts connecting the steel infill plate and the reinforced concrete 
panel at regular intervals were modeled using 2-node linear beam elements (ABAQUS element 
B31). An eigenvalue extraction technique was used to calculate the natural frequencies and the 
corresponding mode shapes of C-PSWs. Figure 5.7-5.12 show the fundamental mode shapes of all 
the selected C-PSWs. As can be seen from the figures, both bending and shear deformation play a 
significant role in the fundamental mode shapes. C-PSWs with lower width to height ratio can be 
seen to be governed by bending deformation and vice-versa. 
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      Figure 5.6 compares the code predicted period formula with the computed fundamental periods 
obtained from the detailed finite element models. The figure also presents the suggested upper and 
lower limits by different building codes. It can be observed from the results the computed 
fundamental period is shorter than the code based fundamental period for only one of the eight 
cases. The overall results suggest that the code based periods provide conservative estimates of 
fundamental periods for C-PSWs, leading to higher seismic forces.  
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Figure 5.7: Fundamental mode shape of 1 storey 1 aspect ratio C-PSW 
 




Figure 5.9: Fundamental mode shape of 2 storey 1 aspect ratio C-PSW 
 












Figure 5.12: Fundamental mode shape of 6 storey 1 and 1.5 aspect ratio C-PSWs 
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5.4 Equivalent shear–flexure cantilever beam model for C-PSWs 
      A simple shear-flexure cantilever model was developed to simplify the calculation of the 
fundamental period of C-PSWs.   Generally, in a cantilever beam of length ‘ L ’, the deflection at 
the tip ‘Δ’ under a point load of ‘ P ’ is given by: 








                                                                                                                              (5.2)      
      Where, ‘ E ’ is the modulus of elasticity of the material; ‘ G ’ is the shear modulus; ‘ I ’ is the 
moment of inertia of the section about the bending axis; ‘ WKA ’ denote the effective shear area of 
the section. The first term denotes the deformation due to bending and the second term denotes the 
deformation due to shear. It is evident from the expression that, with the increase in length, the 
bending deformation will govern over the shear deformation and vice-versa. So, to make a relevant 
model applicable to low length to depth ratio beams, appropriate shear rigidities were also 
incorporated in the stiffness input parameters. The C-PSWs studied here being of the ‘innovative’ 
type, has no contact between the RC panel edges and the boundary steel columns. Thus, the RC 
panel is not expected to carry shear force. Hence, no shear rigidity contribution from the RC panels 
have been considered in the model. In order to provide the equivalent bending stiffness at each 
storey, the bending rigidities from both the corresponding steel plate shear wall (SPSW) and 
reinforced concrete panel (RC panel) were considered. The equivalent beam was modeled with 
two node linear beam elements (ABAQUS element B31) connected in series. Each storey of the 
C-PSW was represented by a beam element and each floor level was represented by a node where 
the entire floor mass of the C-PSW is incorporated as point mass as shown in Figure 5.13. The 
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linear beam elements at each storey were modeled to possess bending and shear stiffness 
equivalent to the C-PSW at the corresponding stories.  
 
 
Figure 5.13: Shear-flexure cantilever idealization of C-PSW 
5.5 Bending and shear stiffness of equivalent shear–flexure cantilever beam model  
       As stated above, the bending and shear stiffness of the C-PSW at each storey were assigned 
to each beam element in the corresponding storey in terms of the material properties (elastic 
modulus and shear modulus) and geometric properties (moment of inertia and effective shear area). 
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The following equations (5.3 and 5.4) show the concept of finding out the flexural and shear 
rigidity of the C-PSW system: 
RCPanelCSPSWSPSWCS IEIEIE )()()(                                                              (5.3)        
SPSWWPSWCW KAKA )()(                                                                                                 (5.4)                                 
      Where, ‘ SE ’ is the elastic modulus of steel; ‘ CE ’ is the elastic modulus of concrete; ‘ I ’ 
represents the moment of inertia of the section; ‘ K  ’ is the shape factor for shear deformation and 
‘ WA ’ represents the cross sectional area of the respective section. The final equivalent cantilever 
was considered to be made up of steel. So, the material properties for the cantilever were provided 
that for steel. 
 
5.5.1 Bending rigidity of equivalent shear–flexure cantilever beam model  
      As shown in expression (5.3), the equivalent C-PSW bending rigidity was found out by adding 
the corresponding bending rigidities of the SPSW and the RC panel. No sliding was assumed to 
be occurring during bending between the RC panel and the steel infill. According to the theory of 
solids, it was assumed here that the elongations and contractions of longitudinal fibers (both the 
steel infill and RC panel) are proportional to the distance from the neutral axis of the combined 
section. So, the RC panel cross-sectional area was converted to equivalent steel area and then the 
moment of inertia of the combined section was found out. In order to do so, the RC panel cross-








where, ‘ SE ’ is the elastic modulus of steel; ‘ CE ’ is the elastic modulus of concrete. The depth of 
the reduced section was kept the same and the breadth was reduced appropriately in order to satisfy 
the criteria given by (5.3). The final input parameters to assign bending rigidity in the cantilever 
model were the elastic modulus for steel and the moment of inertia of the converted cross section 
about the neutral axis. The moment of inertia for the equivalent C-PSW at any given storey ‘ i ’ 
was calculated as follows: 

















                                                                                        (5.5) 
      Where, ‘ iSWI , ’ is the moment of inertia of the equivalent C-PSW cross section about neutral 
axis; ‘ iCI , ’ is the moment of inertia of the column about its neutral axis; ‘ iCA , ’ is the cross 
sectional area of the columns; ‘ L ’ is the bay width of the C-PSW; ‘ icd , ’ is the depth of columns. 
 
5.5.2 Shear rigidity of equivalent shear–flexure cantilever beam model 
      The total strain energy stored in a beam due to shear deformation from standard ‘Strength of 
materials’ book by Timoshenko S. (1995) is given by: 











                                                                                                                          (5.6) 
      Where, ‘V ’ is the applied transverse shear load to the section; ‘ I ’ is the moment of inertia of 
the section about the section neutral axis; ‘ )(yt ’ denotes the width of the section at a depth of y;   ‘
L ’ is the length of the beam and ‘ )(yQ ’ represents the first moment of area above or below             
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‘ y ’ about the neutral axis. The strain energy stored in the beam based on the applied shear load 
‘V’ and shear displacement say, ‘ S ’ is given by: 
      VU S                                                                                                                                              (5.7) 
      So, from expression (5.6) and (5.7), ‘ S ’ can be found out as follows: 









                                                                                                                      (5.8) 
      Comparing (5.2) and (5.8), we can express the effective shear area as: 













                                                                                                                            (5.9) 
      It has been assumed that the SPSW and the RC panel are two separate entities contributing 
towards the shear stiffness of the C-PSW. It was also assumed that no sliding was occurring during 
deformation in shear. Based on the type of C-PSW designed here, no transfer of shear force was 
taken into consideration while formulating the equivalent shear rigidity of the C-PSW system. The 
effective shear area has been calculated separately for the SPSW component and the RC panel in 
terms of material steel. These are then added to find out the equivalent effective shear area for the 
C-PSW. To find out the exact shear effective area for a SPSW involves complex integration of up 
to fourth order polynomials. So, the set of simple formulae developed by Atasoy (2008) has been 







’ called as ‘  ’ by assuming linear 
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’ along the continuous regions of the section. The formulae are 
as follows: 
      iii )()( 21    

















              















                                                                                                     (5.10) 
      )5.0()( ,,1 icwicfi dbAQ   
      )(5.0)()( ,,12 icwicwii dbAQQ   
      )(5.0)( ,,3 icwici dbAQ   






34                                                         
      Where, ‘ icwA , ’, is the area of each column web at storey i; ‘ icfA , ’, is the area of the each Column 
flange at storey i; ‘ icA , ’, is the area of each column at storey i; ‘ iw ’ is the infill plate thickness at 
storey i; ‘ icw , ’, is the web thickness of each column at storey i; ‘ icd , ’, is the depth of columns;     
‘ wb ’, is the width of infill plate. These formulae have been used and validated successfully by 
Topkaya et al. (2009) and Bhowmick et al. (2011). The effective shear area of the RC Panel 
component was however neglected, since the RC panel has no interaction with the surrounding 




5.6 Fundamental periods of C-PSWs using cantilever beam model 
      Eight C-PSWs were considered for validating the equivalent shear-flexure cantilever beam 
model. All the C-PSWs were considered to have fixed support conditions at the base of their 
columns. Detailed finite element models of all the C-PSWs were created and an equal number of 
shear flexure cantilever model were created in ABAQUS to match their fundamental periods. The 
floor masses at each storey were concentrated on a single node in the cantilever beam model as 
shown in Figure 5.14.  
 
      Table 5.1 lists the values of effective shear area ‘ WKA ’ and moment of inertia ‘ iSWI , ’ calculated 
for each storey of the C-PSWs concerned. Table 5.2 presents a comprehensive comparison of the 
fundamental periods obtained from the equivalent shear-flexure cantilever models with that of the 
detailed finite element models for the selected C-PSWs. Table 5.2 exhibits that the fundamental 
period obtained from the equivalent shear-flexure beam model is in good agreement with that of 
the detailed finite element model. It can be observed from the results that the simple cantilever 
beam over-estimates the fundamental period of the C-PSWs for most of the cases by small margins. 



















of inertia  




‘  ’ 
Effective shear 
area ‘ WKA ’ 
(mm2) 
Moment of 
inertia        
‘ iSWI , ’ of  
C-PSW 
(mm4) 
1 1 3.8 1 4.02E+11 8.20E+18 19708 4.90E+11 
2 1 5.7 1 1.60E+12 8.87259E+19 28861 1.92E+12 
 
3 2 3.8 1,2 4.87E+11 1.18E+19 20099 5.74E+11 
 
4 2 5.7 1,2 1.60E+12 8.87259E+19 28861 1.92E+12 
 
5 4 3.8 1,2,3,4 5.98E+11 1.82E+19 19648 6.84E+11 
 
6 4 5.7 1,2,3,4 1.75E+12 1.06E+20 28891 2.073E+12 
7 6 3.8 3,4,5,6 5.98E+11 1.82E+19 19648 6.84E+11 
1,2 7.75E+11 3.02E+19 19888 8.60E+11 
8 6 5.7 3,4,5,6 1.46E+12 7.35E+19 29001 1.78E+12 








Table 5.2: Comparison of fundamental periods of C-PSWs 
Case 
No. 
No. of stories C-PSW  
width 
Fundamental Period   (seconds) 




1 1 3.8 0.12 0.13 
2 1 5.7 0.09 0.10 
3 2 3.8 0.27 0.28 
4 2 5.7 0.20 0.22 
5 4 3.8 0.59 0.63 
6 4 5.7 0.48 0.49 
7 6 3.8 1.15 1.15 




      A number of C-PSWs were considered comprising of varying dimensions and heights to find 
out their fundamental periods. Detailed finite element models of these C-PSWs were created and 
there fundamental periods were found out using ABAQUS. The fundamental periods obtained 
from the current code provisions were found to be lower than those obtained from detailed 
frequency analyses in general. The code formula was found to provide a significantly lower 
estimate of the fundamental periods of taller C-PSWs. This can lead to conservative estimates of 
the design seismic forces.  
 
      An equal number of equivalent shear-flexure cantilever beam models were created in 
ABAQUS and analyzed to find out their fundamental periods. The simple cantilever beam was 
considered to be made up of beam elements connected in series possessing equivalent bending and 
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shear stiffness to that of the respective floors of the C-PSWs and the floor mass of the C-PSW was 
assumed to be concentrated as point mass at the nodes connecting the beam elements resembling 
the floor level. Some of the other assumptions included no slippage between the SPSW and the 
RC panel during deformation under bending or shear. No shear rigidity contribution from the RC 
panels were considered.  It can be concluded from the study that the simple equivalent shear-
flexure cantilever beam model was quite accurately able to predict the fundamental periods of C-
PSWs. 75% of the fundamental periods predicted by the shear-flexure model was found to match 
very well with that of the detailed finite element model results. The simple cantilever beam model 
was found to overestimate the fundamental periods of C-PSWs by small margin in general. The 
maximum error found was about 10% for the 1-storey 1.5 aspect ratio specimen. It can be 
explained that the RC panel, though not in contact with the boundary columns contributes limited 
shear stiffness to the system resulting in marginally shorter fundamental periods for the detailed 











6. RATIONAL METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF STUD SPACING AND 
CONCRETE PANEL THICKNESS FOR C-PSW 
 
6.1 Introduction 
      Shear studs which are used to connect the still infill plate with the concrete panel should be 
properly spaced to ensure optimum performance of the composite plate shear wall. Currently there 
are no guidelines on what would be the minimum or maximum spacing of the shear studs. Another 
important parameter is the thickness of concrete panel. The concrete panel must be thick enough 
to ensure global buckling of the steel plate does not occur prior to local buckling of the shear panel. 
AISC 2010 provides a recommendation of use of minimum of 200 mm concrete panel when the 
concrete panel is used in one side of the still infill plate, which is the case in this research. This 
chapter presents a rational method for determining shear stud spacing and thickness for the 
reinforced concrete panel. The method is based on classical buckling theory of stiffened plate. 
 
6.2 Buckling of composite plate shear wall 
      The composite plate shear wall can be viewed as a stiffened steel plate shear wall where the 
concrete panel will act as stiffeners along the shear stud lines both horizontally and vertically. A 
stiffened steel shear wall can buckle in two modes: (1) global buckling mode of the full stiffened 
panel, and (2) local buckling mode within the sub panel. In a composite plate shear wall, the 
concrete panel is selected as to force the buckling of the steel infill plate from a global buckling 
mode to a localized buckling in the sub-panels (local buckling mode). Global buckling occurs 
when stiffeners (here concrete panel) have smaller moment of inertia. Also the concrete panel must 
be connected with the steel infill plate in such a way that steel plate reaches to yield prior to overall 
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or local buckling. This requirement will be used to calculate the minimum shear stud spacing of 
C-PSWs. 
 
6.2.1 Local buckling mode for spacing of shear studs 
      When a plate is subjected to a state of pure shear, the critical shear buckling stress can be 
obtained as 



















  (6.1) 
Where, ‘ SlK ’ is the buckling coefficient for shear buckling stress; ‘b ’ is the width of the steel 
plate; ‘ t ’ is the plate thickness; ‘ E ’ is the modulus of elasticity of steel plate; and ‘ ’ is the 
Poisson ratio of steel plate.            
 
      Critical stress coefficients, ‘ SlK ’, for plates subjected to pure shear have been evaluated when 
the plate is clamped (edges restrained from out-of-plane rotation). For finite-length rectangular 
plate with clamped edges, Moheit (1939) provides following expressions for SlK : 






SlK  (6.2) 






SlK  (6.3) 




When, the plate is simply supported on four edges, Reissner (1932), and Seydel (1933) 
approximated the following expressions for ‘ SlK ’: 
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SlK  (6.4) 






SlK  (6.5) 
      AISC 2010 requires that steel plates of C-PSWs fail is yielding rather than buckling the 
corresponding critical buckling stress should be greater than the yield stress.  One approach to do 
this is to transform the concrete wall to vertical and horizontal stiffeners along the shear stud lines, 
as shown in Fig 6.1. Buckling of each sub panel can then be checked using elastic buckling theory 
considering steel connectors as fixed plate support points (AISC 2010; Choi et al., 2009). 
As seen in Figure 6.1, the distance between vertical stiffeners (distance between vertical shear stud 
lines) is ‘C1’, whereas, the distance between horizontal stiffeners is ‘C2’. The shear studs are 














      The elastic critical shear buckling stress, ‘ crl ’, for local buckling of a typical subpanel 
(surrounded by horizontal and vertical shear stud lines) is obtained as: 



















  (6.6) 
      For a typical C-PSW, the spacing of vertical and horizontal stiffeners are same, that is
)say( 21 ccc  . For that case, 1 , and 58.14SlK . As stated in AISC 2010, shear studs must 
be spaced in as such that local buckling of each sub panel only occurs once the panel yields in 
shear. Thus,  
      sycrl    (6.7) 
      Where, ‘ sy ’ is shear yield stress of the steel infill plate, which is equal to 
3
y
 with y yield 
strength of the steel infill plate. Thus equation (6.6) becomes: 
      




























c  (6.9) 
 
      Equation (6.9) defines the maximum shear stud spacing that can be used to avoid any local 
buckling in the sub panel of C-PSW. For typical values of  steelfor    and E ,       
 ( )3.0 and MPa 000,200  E , equation (6.9) becomes: 
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 ytc   (6.10) 
      For the selected C-PSWs (  MPa350 and mm 8.4  yt  ), the maximum shear stud spacing 
can be calculated as 548 mm, which is higher than the shear stud spacing (300 mm) used in this 
research.  
 
6.2.2 Reinforced concrete panel thickness requirements 
      AISC (2010) recommends that the thickness of the concrete encasement should be calculated 
to make sure that local buckling occurs in the sub panel instead of global buckling mode of the full 
C-PSW. The composite panel shall be first transformed into a stiffened plate with the shear stud 
lines as the horizontal and vertical stiffeners. The overall buckling can then be checked by using 
elastic buckling theory of stiffened plates or orthotropic plates. Exact solutions for long orthotropic 
simply supported plates in shear were first obtained by Syedel (1933). The shear stress for closely 
spaced stiffeners is: 











   (6.11) 
Where, ‘ SgK ’ is the global buckling factor, which is a function of ‘ xD ’, ‘ yD ’, ‘ 1c ’, ‘ 2c ’, as well 
as the steel plate boundary conditions. The minimum values of ‘ SgK ’ for plate to frame connection 
with pinned and rigid connections are 3.64 and 6.9 respectively. 
      xD = flexural stiffness for bending about x-axis 








D xx  
      yD = flexural stiffness for bending about y-axis 
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To make sure that local buckling mode occurs instead of global buckling, following condition 
must be satisfied: 
      crlcrg    (6.12) 


























































      To simplify Eq. (6.13), the vertical and horizontal stiffeners are assumed to have the same 
moment of inertia, )say( III yx  . Also, the stiffeners are assumed to be equally spaced, that 
is     )say( 21 ccc  . Equation (6.13) becomes as follows: 










































      
















Sl  (6.15) 
Using 3.0   






























Eq. (6.16) becomes: 
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Sl  (6.18) 
      Equation (6.18) can be used to calculate minimum concrete panel thickness required to avoid 
global buckling of C-PSW. A minimum value of 3.64 can be used for global buckling ‘ SgK ’to 
obtain conservative estimate of concrete panel thickness. For the ‘ SlK ’ value, one can 
conservatively use 14.58 when horizontal and vertical shear studs have same spacing.  For the 
selected C-PSWs, for a given shear stud spacing, ‘c ’ of 300 mm, the concrete panel thickness is 
calculated as 155 mm, which is less than the minimum required concrete panel thickness used in 
this research.  
 
6.3 Conclusion 
      Two equations, one for determination of maximum shear stud spacing and the other one for 
determination of minimum concrete panel thickness were developed using the concepts of classical 
buckling theory of stiffened steel plate. The equations showed that the shear stud spacing and the 








7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
7.1 Summary  
      A non-linear finite element model was developed to study the behaviour of composite plate 
shear wall system. The finite element model included detailed concrete material model based on 
available concrete constitutive models in literature. It also included suitable bolt material models 
based on tension push up tests and bilinear steel model. The finite element model included shell 
elements and beam elements which were used to model the plate components and the bolts 
respectively. The validated finite element model was next employed to model a 4-storey and a 6-
storey C-PSW assumed to be used in buildings in Vancouver to study their nonlinear dynamic 
seismic behaviour. Nonlinear seismic analyses were carried out under spectrum compatible ground 
motions which included sets of both real and simulated ground motions. A set of eight C-PSWs as 
part of office buildings located at Vancouver with different geometry were designed, modelled 
and analysed to find out their fundamental periods and evaluate the existing code formula. The C-
PSWs comprised of aspect ratios 1 and 1.5. The detailed and validated finite element model 
developed was employed for this purpose. The C-PSWs were 1-storey, 2-storey, 4-storey and 6-
storey structures. A simple shear flexure cantilever formulation was tested for determining the 
fundamental periods of C-PSWs. For this purpose, the set of eight detailed finite element models 
of C-PSWs were used. A simple cantilever beam was modelled comprising of beam elements 
representing the storey levels of the C-PSW and the nodes connecting the beam elements as the 
storey levels, where the mass at each storey were concentrated. The bending and shear rigidities 
were found out from some existing formulations and were incorporated in the properties of the 
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beam elements.  This research also develops equation based on classical buckling theory to 
determine the maximum shear stud spacing connecting the steel infill and RC panel. It also 
provides a formulation for the determination of minimum thickness required for the RC panel. 
 
7.2 Conclusions  
      Some of the important findings of this research are as follows: 
 The finite element model developed was found to provide excellent co-relation with the 
experimental specimen in quasi-static pushover analyses. The model captured all essential 
behavioral features of the test specimen analysed. 
 The 4-storey and 6-storey C-PSW finite element specimens analysed under spectrum 
compatible dynamic seismic loads were found to provide excellent structural performance 
in terms of stiffness, ductility, and high shear strength; accompanied by minimal damage 
in terms of concrete cracking, crushing and primary structural failure. 
 It was observed from the seismic analyses that the AISC 341-10 underestimates the shear 
strength of C-PSWs. The study infers that the boundary columns and RC-panel together 
can contribute towards a significant amount of shear strength ignored in the current 
practice. 
 The steel column peak bending moment and axial force generated during the nonlinear 
seismic analyses has been presented comprehensively in this studies. It can be concluded 
that the steel vertical boundary elements designed according to Berman and Bruneau 
(2008) capacity design concept serves well for design of columns for C-PSWs. 
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 The inter-storey drifts obtained from the nonlinear time history analyses were within the 
limits of were well within the NBC 2010 limit of 2.5% of the inter-storey height. 
 It can be inferred from the frequency analyses of these C-PSWs that the current code 
formula predicts periods that are generally shorter than those obtained from detailed finite 
element analysis. 
 The simple shear flexure cantilever was found to overestimate the fundamental periods by 
small margins. It can be observed from the results that the simple shear-flexure model 
slightly underestimated the stiffness values and the shear stiffness contribution from the 
RC panel is minimal. 
 Finally, two equations were developed for the determination of shear stud spacing and 
determination of minimum concrete panel thickness. The equations are simple and easy to 
use. 
 
7.3 Scope for future work 
      A limited number of C-PSWs have been analysed in this work. More C-PSW systems with 
varying geometry and parameters need to be tested before final design recommendations can be 
made. The effect of various geometric and material parameters of the C-PSWs on the overall 
performance of the structures need to be carried out in a wider scale. Analytical and experimental 
studies on different forms of C-PSWs can be carried out using other mechanisms other than 




      The effect of the type and numbers of bolt connections between the steel infill and the RC 
panels on the shear contribution of the RC panels to the total shear strength of the C-PSW needs 
to be studied in a detailed manner. This study can lead to an improved formulation for the shear 
and bending rigidities of a C-PSW resulting in an improved shear-flexure cantilever model. In 
addition, more C-PSWs should be analysed to develop an empirical formula for estimation of 
fundamental periods of C-PSWs. 
 
The Finite element model used in thus study did not include the bond slip at the reinforced 
concrete panel and the steel plate interface. It is recommended that future analytical research 
should include non-linear load-slip characteristics of the headed shear studs, obtained from 
representative push-off tests. 
 
Current design codes provides a strip model to study the behavior of steel plate shear wall. 
It would be desirable by design engineers to have such a simplified model to accurately predict the 
inelastic behavior of C-PSW. Therefore, further research should be conducted to achieve this goal. 
 
Future study should investigate use of cold-rolled steel plate as a mean to reduce the 
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